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ABSTRACT
Triazoles are commonly used wood preservatives active against a wide range of
fungi and bacteria. A full understanding of their diffusion and distribution in wood
is essential for the development of enhanced treatment protocols ensuring longterm stability of wood products. Moreover, determining the fate of sorbed triazoles
is critical to minimize their losses, but also to assess the environmental impact of
the treated wood product. Herein, the diffusion, distribution and environmental fate
of triazoles was studied using a radiolabeled tracer,

14C-uniformly-labeled

tebuconazole. The wood-treatment technique was representative of industrial
practices for the manufacturing of above-ground products such as windows and
doors; specifically, ponderosa pine wood was dip-treated with a solvent-based,
metal-free formulation. A three-step extraction protocol was developed for triazole
isolation from wood along with sensitive analytical techniques for fungicide
quantification including liquid scintillation counting and solid phase extraction
followed by liquid chromatography - Time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LCTOFMS).
In order to assess the effectiveness of commercially used wood preservative
treatments, the penetration of tebuconazole (TAZ) into softwood was measured
xviii

and then modeled using a double-logarithmic model. The longitudinal and surface
penetration of TAZ dissolved in a naphtha-based solvent was investigated at
ambient pressure and temperature. Solvent and TAZ time-dependent diffusion
coefficients were estimated using solvent mass uptake data spanning six months
and complete TAZ immersion data spanning three minutes. Results obtained from
computational methods matched those calculated from experimental data for short
treatment times, suggesting that the bulk of the TAZ diffused together with the
solvent. TAZ redistribution was not observed in treated wood samples upon
laboratory aging for six months with the exception of subsurface evaporative
losses.
The fate of triazole fungicides in ponderosa pine wood was investigated in outdoor
and controlled-environment experiments using TAZ, which was accompanied by
propiconazole (PAZ) in selected experiments. To investigate TAZ fate in detail,
loosely and strongly bound fractions were differentiated using a multi-step
extraction. The loosely bound TAZ fraction, extracted through two sonications,
accounted for 85 ± 5% of the total TAZ, while the strongly bound TAZ was
extracted only with an exhaustive Soxhlet extraction and corresponded to the
remaining 15 ± 5%. A significant fraction (~80%) of the original TAZ remained in
the wood despite a six-month exposure to harsh environmental conditions,
maintaining wood preservation and assuring minimal environmental impact.
Depletion of loosely bound TAZ was observed from cross-sectional surfaces when
exposed to rain, high humidity and sunlight. Water leaching was the major route
xix

leading to triazole losses from wood. The leaching rate was found to be slightly
higher for TAZ than for PAZ. The contribution of bio-, photo- and thermal
degradation of triazoles was negligible as both PAZ and TAZ sorbed in wood
remained intact. Triazole evaporation was minor at the moderate temperature (20–
25 °C) recorded throughout the outdoor study.
A detailed investigation of TAZ leaching was executed over a period of two months
using various aqueous settings including high air humidity and simulated
continuous or intermittent rain. Along with the exposure type, the effect of aqueous
surface paint and end-grain sealing on TAZ loss was explored. Despite the
exposure of treated wood to laboratory-simulated harsh environmental conditions,
more than 75% of the originally sorbed TAZ remained in the wood under all
scenarios. While high air humidity did not lead to TAZ depletion, simulated
continuous rain led to a TAZ leaching mainly from the end grain. TAZ leaching was
found to be higher for unpainted wood, where up to 40% of the originally sorbed
TAZ was prone to depletion from an end grain. End-grain sealing with water-based
primer and paint led to a substantial two-fold reduction of TAZ leaching.
Finally, a LC-TOFMS method was developed and optimized for simultaneous
quantification of triazoles and IPBC in aqueous wood extracts, specifically wood
leachate. Analyte concentration and wood matrix clean-up was achieved using a
solid phase extraction prior to LC-TOFMS analysis, exhibiting > 94% fungicide
recoveries. Optimization of electrospray ionization and MS conditions (e.g., solvent
system, electrolyte type, electrolyte concentration, capillary and fragmentor
xx

voltages) was accomplished using an initial screening followed by an in-depth
optimization via design of experiments. The optimal conditions employed an
acetonitrile-water solvent system with 1.7 mM ammonium acetate, capillary
voltage of 4350 V, and fragmentor voltage of 115 V. Matrix-affected limits of
detection were 13–20 ng·L-1 for triazoles, and 63 ng·L-1 for IPBC. The developed
method was applied to industrial wood leachate samples.

xxi

I. CHAPTER: CHALLENGES TO WOOD PRESERVATION:
UNDERSTANDING SORPTION, DISTRIBUTION,
ENVIRONMENTAL FATE, AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
TRIAZOLES
Wood matrix is known to be susceptible to biological attacks from microorganisms,
such as fungi and bacteria. The resulting gradual wood decay contributes to
natural recycling but also leads to deterioration of wood products while still in
service.1 As a result, wood is commonly treated with various biocides to enhance
its durability. Inorganic preservatives had been widely used for wood treatment in
the last century, however metal leaching 2-4 and problematic combustion of the
treated wood5 triggered health and environmental concerns6. As an alternative,
organic biocides (metal-free or copper containing) have been introduced exhibiting
lower mammalian toxicity and possessing lesser harm to the environment. 7
The main classes of metal-free organic fungicides used for wood protection include
carbamates, creosotes, isothiazolones, quaternary ammonium compounds,
sulfamides, and triazoles.8 Many of these preservatives are effective against a
specific class of microorganism, nonetheless, synergistic effects were reported for
a group of triazole fungicides, helping to overcome this selectivity. 9-10 Aside from
formulations containing mixtures of triazoles, they are often enriched with 3-iodo2-propynyl butylcarbamate (IPBC) to further enhance the efficacy and broaden the

1

spectrum of activity. Furthermore, triazoles have an added advantage of exhibiting
high antifungal activity in both solvent- and water-based formulations.11
Triazoles were first introduced to the market after the 1980s,12-14 and they are now
among the most commonly used fungicides in the wood industry.15-17 Frequently
used examples include tebuconazole (TAZ), propiconazole (PAZ), azaconazole
(AZA), and hexaconazole (HAZ) (Figure 1). Globally, TAZ accounts for the largest
share of triazole demand across all industries with 16,000 tons consumed per year
and a market of $600 million in 2015.18

2
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of triazoles used in wood industry and a common
additive, IPBC.
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I.1 DIFFUSION OF TRIAZOLE FORMULATIONS INTO WOOD

Studying the penetration of individual components present in wood treatment
solution is critical for the design and development of successful impregnation
protocols due to differences in physical properties of active fungicides and the
solvent. Although much effort has been devoted to understanding water sorption1924

and moisture transport in wood, 25-28 less information is available on the

absorption of organic solvents, which are frequently used for wood treatment with
triazoles. Furthermore, most of the previous studies on non-aqueous liquid
absorption were conducted using supercritical fluid treatment,29-31 which limits their
applicability, as many current wood treatment application protocols assume
ambient conditions. Moghaddam et al. compared the wettability and liquid sorption
of water and n-octane into pine wood. 32 The overall n-octane uptake was smaller
than for water. The n-octane sorption kinetics consisted of two phases, i.e., initial
fast sorption (30 s) followed by a slower absorption phase.32 Popova et al. studied
the penetration of n-hexadecane, naphthalene and 2,4-dinitrotoluene into small
southern yellow pine samples at ambient conditions. 33 In this study, the effective
point-source diffusivities increased with increased solvent volatility. Haloui et al.
examined the diffusion of methanol in Picea wood.34 Just as for water, the
longitudinal penetration was found to occur significantly faster than those in the
transverse directions. It is important to note that typical softwoods such as Picea
have longitudinal tracheids representing 93% of the void volume whereas
longitudinal resin canals and transversal wood rays account for merely 1% and
6%, respectively.35 Since the rays and resin canals form only a small fraction of
4

the pore volume, the primary transport occurs through the longitudinal tracheids
and as a result, longitudinal effective diffusion coefficients are several times
greater than those in the transverse directions. 36-37
A couple of studies have focused on the diffusion and distribution of carbon-based
preservatives within wood structures. Volkmer et al. studied the penetration of
water-based IPBC solutions into coniferous wood along with the resulting IPBC
distribution.38 The distribution of PAZ and IPBC in thermally modified wood was
later reported by Sheikh.39 Yet, this study may not be applicable to the distribution
of preservatives within raw wood structures as thermal modification is expected to
cause structural changes in wood. Thus, the diffusion and distribution of organic
preservatives in wood treated with solvent-based formulations at ambient
conditions has not been examined. This gap will be addressed in Chapter II.

I.2 ENVIRONMENTAL FATE OF TRIAZOLES

I.2.1 Leaching
When used as a building material, wood is regularly exposed to water in the form
of high air humidity and rain, which can mobilize sorbed triazoles and lead to their
leaching. Understanding the kinetic of this process is essential to prevent wood
deterioration.40 While the leaching behavior of inorganic preservatives has been
extensively studied,3, 41-42 leaching of organic preservatives has been investigated
to a lesser extent, and was limited to pressure-treated wood using mainly metalcontaining formulations.43-48 Since triazoles are among the most frequently used
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organic wood preservatives,15-17,

49-50

determination of their leaching potential

under various conditions is warranted.
The leaching potential of preservatives was shown to depend on various
parameters, such as affinity to wood in terms of sorption and fixation. 51-53 In
general, the leaching process is characterized by preservative partitioning
between the wood and the aqueous phase (mobilization), followed by its diffusion
through the wood porous matrix.43 Studies performed by Lupsea et al. using a
copper-borate-azole formulation showed that TAZ fixation within wood was pH
dependent and thus suggested hydrogen bonding of TAZ with the carboxyl and
phenolic groups of wood.44-45 TAZ leaching likely occurred through its molecular
association and co-elution with wood extractives, such as carboxylic acids,
alcohols, phenols, and ketones.43, 45 TAZ was also found to be physically dislodged
from pressure-treated wood by rain as opposed to its dissolution in water.45, 54
Previous studies focusing on TAZ leaching mainly used wood co-treated with
copper and other metals;43-48 however many wooden products, such as windows,
are treated with formulations that do not contain metals. Since complexation with
a metal has been shown to reduce TAZ leaching rates, 55-57 the published results
cannot be used to describe metal-free systems. For instance, the natural depletion
of TAZ from pine decks co-treated with copper during a ten-month exposure to rain
was found to be between 0.8–1.4% of the original amount present in decks.58 In
contrast, a year-long leaching study on treated spruce using a formulation without
metals showed the percentages of leached TAZ to be 21.0–25.5% in the first 7
months and 22.5–30.3% in 12 months.54
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In addition to using metals as part of the formulation, the majority of studies were
performed on pressure-treated wood that was fully immersed into water. 44, 47-48, 51
Pressure treatment of wood (e.g., wood impregnation with preservatives under
pressure) is commonly used for ground contact wood (e.g., decks) to increase the
penetration depth and active loading. 58 However, in North America, nearly all of
the wood used to produce windows and door frames is dip-treated,17 which is costeffective and ensures sufficient concentration of preservatives near the wood
surface. Moreover, full immersion of treated wood into water is not a real-world
scenario descriptive of window exposure to rain, where only the surface is exposed
to water droplets. Schoknecht et al. have confirmed this assertion by comparing
PAZ leaching from treated materials via full immersion into water to water spraying
onto the surface (simulated rain) and found that the initial preservative emissions
were much higher for the immersion experiments than those obtained with
simulated rain.51
I.2.2 Evaporation
In addition to leaching, evaporation may also decrease the amount of fungicide in
wood and thus affect the product’s service life. Even though vaporization of
triazoles is not expected, as the corresponding Henry’s constants suggest their
non-volatility (e.g., TAZ has a Henry’s constant of 1 × 10-5 Pa m3·mol-1), low yet
detectable emission rates were reported in several studies. 59-62 A two-year indoor
cabin study on treated timber (using a water-based formulation containing TAZ,
PAZ, and other preservatives) showed the concentration of airborne triazoles
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between 3–10 ng·m-3.62 Horn et al. also reported low TAZ emission rates of 0.5 μg
m-2·h-1 for wood treated with an organic solvent. 60
I.2.3 Biodegradation & Biotransformation
Past studies also described both biotransformation and biodegradation of TAZ and
PAZ by the surrounding microbial species (fungi, bacteria) in liquid media, 63-65
soil,66-67 and wood matrix68. Cleavage of the triazole ring is one of the major
pathways for TAZ degradation by bacteria, mold, and soft and brown rot fungi.64-65
Once the azole ring is cleaved, TAZ loses its fungicidal activity. Another common
detoxification path is TAZ oxidation leading to hydroxy-substituted products.64 The
hydroxyl group can be further acetylated or oxidized to form an ester or carboxyl
group. Acetylation causes the deactivation of TAZ by decreasing its hydrophilicity.
Aside from triazole ring cleavage and alkyl chain oxidation, PAZ was also found to
undergo degradation of the dioxolane ring69 and yield breakdown products such
as 1,2,4-triazole, 2,4-dichlorobenzoic acid, and 1-chlorobenzene70.
Even though previous studies identified the presence of triazoles in leachate water
and indoor air, they only focused on one of the depletion scenarios as opposed to
their combination. Also, metals were often added to the treatment solution, and
majority of leaching studies were performed on pressure treated wood by full
immersion into water. Therefore, these studies cannot be used to assess triazole
environmental fate in wood dip-treated with formulations without metal additives.
This gap will be addressed in Chapter III and IV.
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I.3 FUNGICIDE DETERMINATION IN WOOD LEACHATE

As triazoles and IPBC are prone to leaching, their amounts in wood leachate
should be regularly monitored to assess the losses from treated products and to
determine the potential for environmental contamination. The American Wood
Preservers Association (AWPA) method for triazole determination in waterborne
solutions utilizes liquid chromatography coupled to ultraviolet detection (LC-UV)
with no prior sample manipulation resulting in higher limits of detection then those
achievable by mass spectrometers (MS), or by employing sample pretreatment.71
Even though sensitive LC-MS methods for determination of fungicides in aqueous
samples were developed, to our knowledge, they did not simultaneously target
triazoles and IPBC, or were not optimized for wood leachate matrix.
Wood leachate is a highly variable chemical matrix changing with respect to wood
age, location, and environmental conditions.72 The complexity and the difference
in polarity and structure of the components complicate the direct and simultaneous
analysis of preservatives in wood leachate. Therefore, a sample purification step
prior to LC-MS analysis is required to achieve good accuracy, repeatability, low
limits of detection, but also to extend column lifespan. Solid phase extraction (SPE)
has been the most commonly applied purification method for triazole determination
in various matrixes, such as water,73-77 beverages,78-79 food and soil,80-86 wood,8788

and animal tissue89. However, SPE techniques targeting only triazoles may not

be applicable to IPBC isolation as its chemical nature greatly differs from that of
triazoles (Figure 1). Only a couple of SPE methods were developed targeting both
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triazoles and IPBC,88, 90-91 and often employed an HLB cartridge. Since HLB is a
reversed-phase

sorbent

composed

of

two

monomers,

hydrophilic

N-

vinylpyrrolidone and lipophilic divinylbenzene, it is suitable for the retention of a
wider range of analyte polarities. Also, SPE prior to LC-MS aids the
preconcentration of analytes on the cartridge, since their amounts in industrial
wood leachate, although significant, may be near the method’s limits of detection.
For quantification of triazoles in aqueous samples, LC is generally preferred over
GC,71 which typically requires implementation of a drying step. The majority of
published LC studies used either MS75,

86, 89-90, 92-99

or UV detection87,

100-102.

Specifically, quantification of triazoles and/or IPBC in aqueous samples was
largely accomplished using electrospray tandem mass spectrometers (ESIMS/MS) to achieve limits of quantification in the sub-ppb levels, however, none of
these methods were developed for wood leachate matrix.75, 86, 89-90, 92, 94-99 As part
of these studies, ESI-MS/MS parameters were typically optimized (e.g., ion
transitions, capillary and collision voltages), but the solvent and electrolyte system
did not appear to be evaluated, or were not reported. Nonetheless, the composition
of LC mobile phase and the choice of electrolyte and its concentrations has a
significant impact on ESI ionization efficiency, and hence the limits of detection.103
Finally, only a couple of triazole quantification methods for aqueous samples were
developed on a non-tandem MS, such as time-of-flight MS (TOFMS), but did not
target IPBC.104-105 Therefore, a simultaneous determination of triazoles and IPBC
from wood leachate using TOFMS will be addressed in Chapter V.
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I.4 STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

To ensure efficient wood protection yielding long-term product durability, the
diffusion, distribution, and fate of triazoles has to be well understood to optimize
the following key areas:
1. Wood impregnation (commonly referred to as treatment)
2. Wood surface coatings
3. Quality control
The steps taken in this dissertation to address these challenges have been
explained below and are focused specifically on optimizing wooden windows and
door manufacturing practices.
Due to the nonhomogeneous nature of wood, diffusion of triazoles is a complex,
multifactorial process. An understanding of this process (i.e., rate of triazole
diffusion and their subsequent distribution within wood) is essential for the
development and optimization of wood treatment protocols ensuring sufficient
amounts in desired locations. Chapter II focuses on the penetration of a
hydrocarbon solvent containing triazole fungicides into ponderosa pine wood
under ambient temperature and pressure. The sorption of a commercially available
solution of Woodlife formulation was measured using gravimetry, while the
distribution of triazoles was studied by liquid scintillation counting with

14C-

uniformly-labeled TAZ (14C-TAZ). For both TAZ and the solvent, the effective
diffusion coefficients were calculated to reveal the details of fungicide penetration
11

and distribution in wood. The TAZ distribution was also determined for treated
wood after six months to find out whether the preservative continued to move when
the treatment ended. The experimental data lead to the development of a simple
numerical model that accurately predicts the extent of solvent and TAZ sorption
and can be utilized in industry.
Under harsh environmental conditions, sorbed triazole fungicides can undergo
biological, thermal and photo-degradation or be lost through vaporization and
water leaching. Therefore, studying the long-term fate of triazoles is critical to
further adjust the treatment length to account for these losses, or to design wood
surface coatings that aid in stabilizing triazoles and reducing their mobility.
Knowing the outdoor fate of triazoles also helps the industry to evaluate the
environmental impact of their products. Therefore, in Chapter III, a three-part study
investigating the environmental fate of triazole fungicides in ponderosa pine corner
pieces (representing window frame corners) is presented. Leaching, vaporization
and degradation of triazoles were examined to determine their potential removal
paths. First, the impact of environmental exposure on wood treated with a
representative triazole, TAZ, was studied upon harsh outdoor conditions. Then,
smaller-scale indoor experiments enabled an assessment of the effects of light,
humidity, temperature, and time on TAZ and PAZ behavior in wood. Finally, the
contribution of leaching to triazole depletion from wood was evaluated by
determining TAZ and PAZ water leaching rates in laboratory settings. Throughout
this study, both

14C-labeled

and non-labeled TAZ were employed with the goal of

achieving quantitative measurements using a radiolabeled tracer along with a
12

detailed characterization of potential degradation products using the non-labeled
fungicide. Chapter IV builds on the findings of Chapter III by specifically targeting
conditions such as high humidity and simulated rain in laboratory settings to close
mass balance on triazole leaching, which is shown to be the main triazole depletion
path. It also investigates the impact of aqueous surface paint and end-grain sealing
on 14C-TAZ mobility to provide recommendations to the industry on wood coating
usage. Throughout the study, both the exposed wood and run-off water are
analyzed using liquid scintillation counting.
Finally, a simple analytical method to quantify triazoles and IPBC in wood leachate
is presented in Chapter V. Wood leachate purification is accomplished using an
SPE prior to LC-MS, capable of retaining both triazoles and IPBC. Also, main
factors affecting the fungicide MS response (e.g., solvent system, electrolyte type,
electrolyte concentration, capillary and fragmentor voltages) are optimized using
design of experiments (DOE) methodology. This method may be adapted by
industry and used as a quality control measure or for environmental monitoring.
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II. CHAPTER: DIFFUSION OF TEBUCONAZOLE INTO
SOFTWOOD UNDER AMBIENT CONDITIONS AND ITS
DISTRIBUTION IN FRESHLY TREATED AND AGED WOOD
II.1 MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.1.1 Chemicals and Reagents
Untreated ponderosa pine wood blocks (15.2 cm x 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm) were stored
under standard conditions in an air-conditioned building (22 ± 2 °C, ambient
pressure and ca. 45% relative humidity) for one month prior to experiments.
Smaller wood slices (0.2 cm x 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm, shown in Figure A. 3) were cut
using a Craftsman 9" band saw purchased from Sears Brands Management
Corporation (Hoffman Estates, IL, USA) in a ventilated laminar hood. The saw
blade was a Powertec brand (62” x 3/8”, 10 teeth per inch). The hood was further
protected by a plastic enclosure illustrated in Figure A. 4 to eliminate
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C-wood

dust contamination.
Woodlife 111 RTU from Kop-Coat, Inc. (Pittsburgh, PA, USA) was used as a model
nonpolar solvent with 0.22% of dissolved fungicides (TAZ, PAZ, IPBC). LC grade
acetone was obtained from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburg, PA, USA). Betamax from
MP Biomedicals, LLC (Solon, OH, USA) was used as a scintillation cocktail.
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For the analysis of fungicide distribution,

14C-TAZ

obtained from Commerce

Institute of Isotopes Co., Ltd. (Budapest, Hungary) with a radioactivity of 7.4
MBq·mL-1 was spiked as a labeled tracer to Woodlife. The amount of

14C-TAZ

obtained was diluted in 500 mL of Woodlife, the radioactivity of the resulting stock
solution was 7.4 MBq·L-1. For specific experiments, 100 µL of the labeled stock
solution was further diluted in 1.0 mL of non-labeled Woodlife, resulting in a
radioactivity of 0.74 MBq·L-1.
II.1.2 Experimental Procedures
Wood blocks were subjected to a common commercial pretreatment for the allotted
time periods. The determination of diffusion rates was based on the following
experimental series: (1) gravimetric monitoring of the solvent penetration (mass
uptake of Woodlife) over a period of 2 months; (2) determination of the saturation
point of wood with Woodlife enabling the calculation of effective diffusion
coefficients for the solvent; (3) distribution analysis of

14C-TAZ

in freshly

contaminated wood enabling the calculation of TAZ effective diffusion coefficients
at various sorption times; (4) distribution analysis of

14C-TAZ

in aged wood (three

and six months) to determine whether the TAZ distribution changed with time.
II.1.2.1 Mass Uptake of Woodlife
To determine the mass uptake of Woodlife in wood, standard size wood blocks
were placed vertically in glass containers along with the solvent covering ca. 1 cm
of the wood samples. The height of the solvent was maintained at the same level
throughout the entire experiment by periodic refilling. Gravimetric measurements
15

were conducted in quadruplicate at suitable time intervals based on the expected
rate of absorption. At the allotted times, the wood blocks were taken out, gently
wiped with a lint-free tissue to remove sorbent droplets from the sample’s surface,
weighed, then placed back into the glass container and sealed with a lid.
II.1.2.2 Wood Saturation with Woodlife
To determine the mass uptake equilibrium (i.e., final) values, smaller size wood
slices (0.2 cm x 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm) were submerged into the solvent in quadruplicate.
The purpose of the full submersion setup and the reduced size of the wood
samples was to reach the mass uptake equilibrium faster. Once a week the wood
slices were taken out, gently wiped with a lint-free tissue, weighed, and then placed
back into the glass container and sealed with a lid. Three readings with a constant
weight value were considered a sign of reaching equilibrium (approx. 1.5 months).
II.1.2.3 Processing of Freshly Contaminated Wood Samples
Wood blocks were submerged into a radiolabeled Woodlife solution in
quadruplicate for two allotted times, 0.5 and 3.0 min. These treatment times were
selected based on the solvent mass uptake in order to obtain sufficient amounts
of

14C-TAZ

in wood and also to mimic industrial treatment. Wet wood was

transferred into a glass container with several skewers placed on the bottom to
limit the surface contact of the treated wood. To prevent possible crosscontamination of wood slices during the subsequent wood block cutting, wood
blocks were dried for 24 hours and then cut into slices of 2-mm thickness. Selected
slices were further cut as shown in Figure 2 so the outer 5-mm wide layer
16

(reflecting the surface absorption) could be analyzed separately from the inner part
(reflecting the longitudinal diffusion). The width of the outer layer was selected
based on preliminary experiments validating the full recovery of transversally
penetrating chemicals.
Potential cross-contamination during the cutting was ruled out as there was no
carryover from slices with higher radioactivity to those with lower radioactivity. In
an experiment where one half of a wood block was cut from the outside end
towards the inside (i.e., decreasing radioactivity) and the second half was cut in
the opposite direction (thus increasing radioactivity), no statistically significant
difference was found in the amounts of

14

C-TAZ recovered.
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Figure 2. Wood cutting scheme. Selected 2-mm wide slices (1–6) were further cut
so the outer 5-mm wide layer (reflecting the surface absorption) could be analyzed
separately from the inner part (reflecting the longitudinal diffusion). Overall, 12
wood samples (6 slides) were analyzed with a liquid scintillation counter.

II.1.2.4 Processing of Wood Samples Aged for Six Months
Wood blocks were submerged into the radiolabeled Woodlife solution in
quadruplicate for 3.0 min and dried on skewers as described in the previous
section. After one day of drying, the wood blocks were transferred into a ventilated
laminar hood, placed on a sheet of craft paper and left to age for either one or six
months. Aged wood blocks were then cut according to the cutting scheme shown
in Figure 2.
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II.1.3 Extraction Procedure
To enhance the extraction of

14C-TAZ

from the wood matrix, wood slices were cut

into smaller pieces using a blade. Smaller wood pieces were transferred into glass
tubes and extracted with 3.5 mL of acetone (the volume was adjusted to cover all
wood slices as shown in Figure A. 5) for one hour in an ultrasound bath.
In order to determine the extraction efficiency and wood matrix effect on
scintillation counting, the specific set of experiments shown in Table 1 was
performed in triplicate. A known amount of Woodlife radioactive solution (RS) was
either analyzed directly or spiked (1) into acetone; (2) into acetone wood extract
(wood sonicated in acetone for 1 hour); (3) onto smaller wood slices, which were
then sonicated in acetone for 1 hour. The contribution of the wood matrix had a
statistically significant impact reducing the recovery to 92 ± 7%, which is similar to
the values reported by others.88,

106

For laboratory-aged wood samples (six

months), the overall recovery was found to be comparable to the non-aged wood
recovery reported above.

Table 1. Determination of extraction and liquid scintillation counting efficiencies.
Sample
50 μL of RSa
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Recovery
%

SD

RSD
%

99

3

3

Table 1 cont.
Recovery
%

SD

RSD
%

50 μL of RS + 400 μL of acetone

104

2

2

50 μL RS + 400 μL acetone wood extractb

101

3

3

50 μL of RS spiked onto wood & extracted with acetone

92

7

8

Sample

a

RS - radiolabeled Woodlife solution of a known 14C-TAZ concentration
b
non-radiolabeled extract

II.1.4 Liquid Scintillation Counting
For the analysis, 1.0 mL of an extract was vortexed with 4.0 mL of the scintillation
cocktail and analyzed after an overnight equilibration in a scintillation counter,
Beckman Coulter LS 6500 purchased from Beckman Coulter, Inc. (Fullerton, CA,
USA). The analysis was run for 3.0 min in a DPM calculation mode (disintegrations
per minute, which is directly proportional to the tracer’s concentration). Detailed
information on the method and analysis procedure is provided in Appendix A
(Figure A. 1 and Figure A. 2).
II.1.5 Diffusion Coefficient Determination
The general diffusion equation for one-dimensional analysis under non-steady
state condition is defined by Fick’s second law (Eq.1).
𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑡

𝜕2 𝐶

= 𝐷 𝜕𝑥 2
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Eq. 1

This equation reflects the rate of change with time of the concentration between
parallel planes at points x and (x + dx). Fick’s second law is valid for the conditions
assumed, i.e., linear one-dimensional diffusion.107 The solutions of Fick’s second
law are based on the given set of boundary conditions.
II.1.5.1 Diffusion of Woodlife into Wood
In terms of mass uptake in a medium bounded by two parallel planes, such as y =
0 and y = L where the diffusion through the edges is negligible, Eq. 1 can be solved
as
𝑊𝑡 −𝑊0
𝑊∞ −𝑊0

8

1

−𝐷(2𝑛+1)
= 1 − 𝜋 ∑∞
𝑛=0 (2𝑛+1)2 𝑒

2 𝜋2 𝑡/𝐿2

Eq. 2

where Wt and W0 are the wood block weights [g] at times t [s] and t0 = 0, L is the
length [m] of the wood block and D is the diffusion coefficient [m2·s-1].36 The
maximum possible mass of absorbed liquid in wood at an infinite time, W∞, was
measured with smaller wood slices fully submerged into Woodlife.
For short times, Eq. 2 can be further simplified as Eq. 3.
𝑊𝑡 −𝑊0
𝑊∞ −𝑊0

=𝐿

4
√𝜋

√𝐷𝑡

Eq. 3

For rectangular shaped wood blocks, Eq. 3 can be re-written as Eq. 4108 where A
is the surface area [m2] of a wood block in contact with the liquid and V is the
volume [m3] of a wood block.
𝑊𝑡 −𝑊0
𝑊∞ −𝑊0

=

2
√

𝐴

( ) √𝐷𝑡
𝜋 𝑉
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Eq. 4

If h, w and l are the height [m], width [m] and length [m] of a wood block,
respectively, and d is the depth [m] at which the wood block was immersed in the
liquid, then 𝐴 = 𝑙𝑤 + 2𝑑𝑙 + 2𝑑𝑤 and 𝑉 = ℎ𝑤𝑙.
II.1.5.2 Diffusion of TAZ into Wood
The effective diffusion coefficient for fungicide penetration into wood can be
estimated by determining the concentration as a function of position and time. The
solution of Eq. 1 for 𝐶0 < 𝐶 upon using the boundary conditions given below yields
the normalized concentration expression (Eq. 5),109
𝐶
𝐶0

= 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 2

𝐶= {

𝑧
√𝐷𝑡

;

Eq. 5

𝐶 = 𝐶 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 > 0
𝐶 = 𝐶0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = 0

where z [cm] and t [s] are the penetration distance and time, respectively; D is the
effective diffusivity [cm2·s-1], C is the concentration of the target chemical at certain
z and t, C0 is the total concentration, and erfc is the complementary error function.
The diffusion coefficients were calculated for each separate slice using the solver
function in Microsoft Excel.
As shown in Eq. 5, if a wood block at time t is cut into slices with a height of z, the
successive slices would represent the penetration distances z, 2z, 3z, etc. The
value of effective diffusivity obtained this way, by measuring (C/C0) in each slice at
a given t, would fully describe the fungicide distribution in wood at the allotted time.
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II.1.6 Mass Balance Closure
The mass balance closures of both the solvent and total TAZ uptake were
conducted for two immersion times, 0.5 and 3.0 min. The calculations were based
on the set concentrations of

14C-labeled

and non-labeled TAZ in the solvent, 1.5 x

10-5 and 2.2 x 10-1 wt. %, respectively.
For the solvent, the measured uptake was obtained directly from gravimetry
whereas the calculated uptake was estimated based on the amount of radioactivity
(i.e., 14C-TAZ) recovered after extraction of all pertinent wood cuts. The amount of
tracer found in the inner part of a wood block (Figure 2) was included up to the
distance where the tracer amount was zero (3–4 cm from the end of the block).
The amount of tracer found in the outer part of a wood block was counted only up
to the distance of 1 cm from the end and only on one side of the wood block, just
as the wood samples were dipped into the solvent in the experiments involving
gravimetric measurements. Overall, 1.8 × 10-7 and 2.7 × 10-7 grams of

14C-TAZ

were recovered for the immersion times of 0.5 and 3.0 min, respectively.
For TAZ, the amount of

14C-tracer

recovered in wood was measured directly by

scintillation counting and recalculated to the total amount of TAZ. The calculated
TAZ uptake was obtained by multiplying the measured solvent uptake from
gravimetry by the total TAZ concentration in the solvent (both 14C-labeled and nonlabeled).
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II.1.7 Numerical Simulation
To obtain order-of-magnitude estimates of the effective diffusion coefficients, Eq.
1 was solved numerically using the commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) code ANSYS FLUENT 110 by modeling the solvent as well as TAZ as userdefined scalars (UDS). The wood block was discretized into 16,000 hexahedral
computational cells and the QUICK scheme111 was employed for the spatial
discretization of the diffusion term (RHS in Eq. 1). For TAZ penetration, time
dependent variations in the longitudinal and surface diffusion coefficients were
implemented through user-defined functions in ANSYS FLUENT.

II.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

II.2.1 Woodlife Absorption
II.2.1.1 Solvent Mass Uptake
The mass uptake of Woodlife into untreated wood blocks was found to be nearly
proportional to the immersion time within several different absorption phases
(Figure 3). After 1 minute of treatment (Phase 1), the absorption rate decreased
indicating the transition to the next sorption phase (Phase 2). As sorption
continued, the absorbed liquid content continued to increase in time, but with a
slower effective absorption rate ultimately leading to the third diffusion phase,
Phase 3, which proceeded until complete wood saturation occurred.
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To ascribe these sorption phases to specific physical processes, effective diffusion
coefficients were calculated for each phase as described in the next section.
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Figure 3. Mass uptake of Woodlife into wood blocks (15.2 cm x 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm)
as described in section II.1.2.1.

II.2.1.2 Effective Solvent Diffusion Coefficients
To represent the transient variations in the effective diffusion coefficients in a more
succinct manner, their values were estimated using Eq. 4 and summarized in Table
2. As seen from Eq. 4, mass uptake is proportional to the square root of the
effective diffusion coefficient. The maximum possible mass of absorbed liquid in
wood at an infinite time, W∞, was calculated to be 1.8W0 in the equilibration
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experiments using smaller wood slices fully submerged into the solvent (see
section II.1.2.2). The calculation of diffusion coefficients for each of Woodlife’s
absorption phases included the effective values of W0 and W∞ for the pertinent
phase. Values of W∞ for the first and second sorption phases were pseudo
equilibrium values, selected arbitrarily by inspecting the sorption curves at the
times when the slope changes were observed. The measured W∞ value was used
only for the estimation of Phase 3 diffusion coefficients. Values of W0 were also
pseudo equilibrium values for both Phase 2 and Phase 3, whereas in Phase 1 the
measured weight at zero time was used.
Phase 1, the initial rapid solvent uptake, appears to be due to the pore-filling on
the wood surface and multilayered absorption. The sorption rate with the
penetration time less than 1 min yielded an effective diffusion coefficient being one
order of magnitude greater than that in Phase 2, which lasted ca. 20 min. During
Phase 2, relatively large tracheids interconnected by smaller diameter pits near
the surface appear to be filled. As can be seen in Figure 3, Phase 2 could be
differentiated into two subphases differing in the extent of pore filling, but this level
of detail was deemed to be unnecessary. Phase 3, an extremely slow final step of
sorption, can be attributed to molecular diffusion by which a fluid migrates and
spreads through capillaries and wood pores. As most of the air already escaped
and all the surface voids were filled in the two initial phases, the liquid movement
was restricted to the bulk of the matrix only. The effective diffusion coefficient in
the final phase was yet another two orders of magnitudes lower.
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Table 2. Effective diffusion coefficients for three phases of Woodlife solution
penetration into untreated ponderosa pine wood.

Penetrating
Liquid

Woodlife

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Diffusion Coefficient,
D1 [m2·s-1]

Diffusion Coefficient,
D2 [m2·s-1]

Diffusion Coefficient,
D3 [m2·s-1]

(6.1 ± 0.6) × 10-5

(6.1 ± 0.5) × 10-6

(6.5 ± 1.2) × 10-8

II.2.2 TAZ Absorption
II.2.2.1 TAZ Distribution in Freshly Contaminated Wood
The concentration profiles of

14C-TAZ

in wood after 0.5 and 3.0 min immersion

times are shown in Figure 4. The TAZ amount recovered in the outer layer of a
wood slice represented mainly the TAZ transversal diffusion. Since the movement
across the grain is rather slow and limited to a small subsurface area, we will refer
to it henceforth as surface absorption. As shown in Figure 4A, the first two surface
slices contained a higher amount of TAZ, due to a partial contribution of
longitudinal diffusion through near-surface tracheids at the corner of wood blocks.
By contrast, all of the distant slices from the end-grain wood surface showed a
constant TAZ amount (approx. 4 ng) absorbed near the wood surface. With
increasing immersion time, the TAZ amount increased only slightly, so the effect
of immersion time on TAZ surface absorption may be deemed insignificant.
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Using only the inner cuts, the separation of longitudinal movement from the surface
absorption was obtained (Figure 4B). The amount of TAZ in the inner parts of wood
slices decreased exponentially as distance increased from the end-grain wood
surface facing the solution. The maximum penetration distance was approx. 3 and
4 cm with immersion times of 0.5 and 3.0 min, respectively. The difference
between the two immersion times was mostly reflected by the TAZ amount in the
first slice, where the increased immersion time caused a 50% increase in the TAZ
content.
Overall, with increasing distance of a wood slice from the wood surface, the TAZ
uptake decreased, thus the bulk of TAZ remained adsorbed near the end-grain
surface. This finding is consistent with other studies.39,
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The increase in

immersion time did not affect qualitatively the TAZ distribution profile in wood. It
increased the amount of TAZ absorbed within the first surface slice, but not as
significantly as would be expected given the large difference in immersion times.
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Figure 4. The distribution profile of TAZ in freshly contaminated wood (Figure 2)
for the outer parts of wood slices (A) and the inner parts (B), thus reflecting the
surface absorption (A) and longitudinal diffusion (B). White and grey bars
represent 0.5 and 3.0 min immersion time, respectively.

II.2.2.2. TAZ Effective Diffusion Coefficients
The TAZ effective diffusion coefficients were calculated for each slice based on its
distribution as a result of longitudinal penetration (Figure 4B). The numerical
values increased gradually over five orders of magnitude for more distant slices
(Table 3).
The connection between the numerical values of solute ( 14C-TAZ) and solvent
(Woodlife) diffusivities may be obtained by assuming that the distance from the
end-grain wood surface reflects the time when the solution enters the wood, i.e.,
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sorption phases described in the section on solvent absorption. For example, the
solute recovered in the most distant slices, with z being almost as high as 3 cm at
an immersion time of 0.5 s, was absorbed within the first instants of the solution’s
contact with wood, i.e., in sorption Phase 1. Similarly, effective diffusion rates for
TAZ in less distant slices (z = 2–3 cm) were comparable to those of the solvent in
Phase 2, where the diffusion rate decreased by one order of magnitude. Finally,
Phase 3 of solvent diffusion reflected the effective diffusion rates for TAZ found in
the near-surface slices. The minimum penetration distance of 0.01 cm for the first
slice was used instead of 0.00 cm since the calculation requires a non-zero
distance value.

Table 3. Effective diffusion coefficients for TAZ longitudinal penetration calculated
for wood slices at various distances.

Penetrating
Chemical
14

C-TAZ

Effective Diffusion Coefficient, D
[m2·s-1]

Matrix
Ponderosa
pine

z [cm]

0.5 min

3.0 min

0.01

(3.1 ± 0.6) x 10-10

(5.1 ± 1.0) x 10-11

0.20

(4.4 ± 0.4) x 10-8

(7.6 ± 0.6) x 10-9

1.25

(1.4 ± 0.0) x 10-6

(2.3 ± 0.5) x 10-7

2.10

(3.8 ± 0.0) x 10-6

(6.4 ± 0.0) x 10-7

2.95

(7.4 ± 0.1) x 10-6

(1.2 ± 0.0) x 10-6

3.80

(1.2 ± 0.0) x 10-5

(2.0 ± 0.0) x 10-6
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By comparing the values obtained at two different immersion times, the effective
diffusion rates for the longer 3.0 min exposure were found to be lower than that for
0.5 min exposure. This difference resulted from the occurrence of higher TAZ
amounts in the first two cuts for the longer exposure, which increased the overall
amount of TAZ in the wood, c0. Therefore, beyond this subsurface level, the TAZ
fraction for each particular slice that was used for calculations (Eq. 5) became
smaller and so did the effective diffusion coefficients. Thus, the use of a short
immersion time (0.5 min) reflected the TAZ movement in the first instants of wood
exposure. This effect was averaged out with increasing treatment time when
sorption Phase I was masked by a longer subsequent Phase 2 as reflected in the
obtained numerical values. A similar observation of increasing effective diffusion
coefficients with the penetration depth was reported by Danvind and Ekevad.113
The results obtained can also be related to the occurrence of a small fraction of
the penetrating chemical moving into the wood with significantly higher rates, as
observed by Popova et al. for point source diffusion.33
II.2.2.3 TAZ Distribution in Aged Wood
To investigate a possible redistribution of TAZ in the wood after its removal from
the treating solution, the treated wood was aged for one and six months. A
comparison of the TAZ distribution in freshly treated and aged wood is shown in
Figure 5 for the outer (A) and inner (B) parts of wood slices, respectively, for an
immersion time of 3.0 min. No TAZ redistribution in the near-surface wood area
was observed as the amounts of TAZ recovered were statistically indistinguishable
among any slices but the first one. By comparing the amounts of TAZ found in the
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first slice (both surface and the inside wood part) in non-aged wood and in wood
aged for six months, the loss of TAZ was approx. 25%, presumably caused by
evaporation.
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Figure 5. The TAZ distribution profile in freshly treated and aged wood after 3.0
min immersion time for the outer (A) and inner (B) parts of wood slices, thus
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reflecting the surface absorption (A) and longitudinal diffusion (B). Grey, white, and
striped bars represent the distribution of TAZ in freshly treated wood, aged wood
for 1 months, and aged wood for six months, respectively.

II.2.3 Mass Balance
The amount of solvent absorbed was both measured directly and calculated based
on the corresponding TAZ uptake. As shown in Table 4, the calculated amount of
solvent accounted for 90% and 87% of the gravimetrically measured amount for
the 0.5 and 3.0 min immersion times, respectively.
Similarly, the TAZ amount was both measured directly and calculated based on
the corresponding solvent uptake. The measured over calculated TAZ uptake
resulted in a 92% mass balance for the 0.5 min and 88% for 3.0 min immersion
time (Table 4). The observed mass balance below 100% can be explained by the
loss of TAZ in wood dust while cutting wood blocks with a saw. Nevertheless, mass
balance was successfully closed for both the solvent and TAZ, thus mutually
verifying the conducted measurements.
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Table 4. Mass balance closure for TAZ and the solvent performed on wood blocks
(15.2 cm x 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm).

0.5 min

3.0 min

Measured solvent uptake (gravimetrically) [g]

1.33

2.00

Calculated solvent uptake (as radioactivity) [g]

1.20

1.75

[Calculated / Measured solvent uptake] × 100%

90

87

Calculated TAZ uptake (gravimetrically) [g]

0.0029

0.0044

Measured TAZ uptake (as radioactivity) [g]

0.0027

0.0039

[Measured / Calculated TAZ uptake] × 100%

92

88

The conducted experimental study showed that the effective diffusion coefficients
of TAZ matched those of the solvent. However, the common model of solvent
penetration, based on constant effective solvent diffusivities over significant time
ranges, cannot be applied to the description of the TAZ penetration into wood, as
the TAZ effective diffusivity continuously changes with time. Thus, a simple
numerical model was developed accounting for the penetration of both the solvent
and dissolved fungicide.
II.2.4 Data Evaluation
II.2.4.1 Empirical Model for Solvent Diffusion
In order to obtain order-of-magnitude estimates of the effective diffusion
coefficients during the different sorption phases, Eq. 1 was solved numerically
using the CFD code ANSYS FLUENT by modeling the solvent as a user-defined
scalar (UDS) (see section II.1.7). The boundary conditions associated with the
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UDS transport equation during the solvent mass uptake simulation are illustrated
in Figure 6A. The numerical results reported in this study are presented in terms
of normalized solvent concentrations assuming a UDS concentration of unity at the
boundaries where the wood block is in contact with the solvent. A logarithmic
variation in the effective diffusion coefficient (in the longitudinal direction) as a
function of time was initially proposed as shown in Figure 6B. As per this variation,
the effective longitudinal diffusion coefficients during Phase 1 (0–1 min) and Phase
2 (1–20 min) were on the order of 10-6 m2·s-1 and 10-7 m2·s-1 respectively. The
effective surface diffusion coefficients were assumed to be 1% of the effective
longitudinal diffusion coefficient prevailing at that time.
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6

7

Figure 6. Boundary conditions associated with the user-defined scalars (UDS)
during the numerical simulation of the solvent mass uptake (A); the logarithmic
variation in the effective diffusion coefficient (longitudinal direction) as a function
of time employed in the numerical simulations (B).

Figure 7A shows the normalized solvent concentration within the wood after
10,000 seconds of solvent mass uptake. In Figure 7B, the measurements spanning
four months and numerical predictions of the normalized solvent mass uptake
(LHS in Eq. 2) are compared. The normalized mass uptake was estimated
numerically as the volume weighted average of the UDS concentration within the
wood. A reasonable agreement between the measurements and numerical
predictions employing the logarithmic variation in effective diffusivities is notable.
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A
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Figure 7. Normalized solvent concentration within the wood after 10,000 seconds
of solvent mass uptake (A); measurements and numerical predictions of the
normalized solvent mass uptake (B).

II.2.4.2 Numerical Modeling of TAZ Diffusion
In order to ascertain if the active fungicide and the solvent were diffusing at the
same rate, numerical simulations were carried out by solving the UDS transport
equation using the logarithmic variation in the effective diffusion coefficient
(longitudinal) shown in Figure 6B. Again, the effective surface diffusion coefficients
were assumed to be 1% of the effective longitudinal diffusion coefficient prevailing
at that time. Figure 8A shows the UDS boundary conditions employed to simulate
the complete immersion process with a normalized TAZ concentration of unity
employed across all faces of the wood. Figure 8B and Figure 8C show the
normalized TAZ concentration variations across different slices shown in Figure 2.
Due to symmetry in the diffusion process along the longitudinal direction during the
complete immersion experiments, only one half of the wood samples are shown.
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A

Solvent (UDS) concentration maintained at unity on all sides

B

C

Figure 8. User-defined scalars (UDS) boundary conditions employed to simulate
the complete immersion process (A); normalized TAZ concentrations across the
different sections of the wood after 0.5 min of immersion time (B); normalized TAZ
concentrations across the different sections of wood after 3.0 min of immersion
time (C).

Figure 9 compares the numerically estimated distribution profiles of TAZ in the
longitudinal and transversal directions across the different sections shown in
Figure 2 with their corresponding measured values shown in Figure 4. The
reasonable agreement between the numerical predictions and the experimental
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measurements using this simplistic log model further confirmed that: (1) the
effective diffusion coefficients of TAZ in the longitudinal direction were on the order
of 10-6 m2·s-1 during Phase 1 (0–1 min) and on the order of 10-7 m2·s-1 during Phase
2 (1–10 min); (2) the transversal diffusion coefficients were roughly 1% of the
effective longitudinal diffusion coefficient prevailing at that time. Further, these
observations confirmed that the active fungicide (TAZ) diffused with the solvent at
the same rate.
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Figure 9. Numerically estimated (using CFD code ANSYS FLUENT) distribution
profiles of TAZ in the longitudinal (A, C) and transversal directions (B, D) across
the different sections compared against their corresponding measured values.

II.3 CONCLUSIONS

Woodlife, a hydrocarbon-based solvent for wood treatment, featured three
different absorption phases when introduced to ponderosa pine wood under
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ambient temperature and pressure. To estimate the effective diffusion coefficients
for TAZ, the active component of Woodlife, during the different absorption phases,
a numerical model has been proposed featuring a logarithmic variation in the
effective diffusion coefficient as a function of time. This model predicted the
longitudinal and surface penetration data as well as the mass uptake data
reasonably well. Using both numerical modeling and experimental studies, the
effective diffusion coefficients for solvent and TAZ were found to be similar,
confirming their comparable penetration rates. Furthermore, the mass balance on
solvent and TAZ was closed successfully.
The bulk of TAZ was found within 2–4 mm below the end-grain wood surface while
only a small fraction penetrated deep (3–4 cm) into the wood in the longitudinal
direction. With increasing treatment time, the amount of diffused TAZ increased
(mostly near the end-grain wood surface), but the distribution remained similar.
The wood block grain sides were treated to a lesser extent but still contained
significant TAZ amounts in the 2-mm subsurface layer.
No noticeable TAZ movement was observed in treated wood samples upon
laboratory aging for up to six months barring a ca. 25% evaporative surface loss.
The TAZ located beyond the thin surface layer thus appears to be useless for wood
treatment. Overall, 0.5 min treatment time with no external pressure appears to be
sufficient.
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III. CHAPTER: FATE OF TRIAZOLES IN SOFTWOOD UPON
ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE
III.1. MATERIALS AND METHODS

III.1.1 Chemicals and Reagents
Analytical standards, TAZ, PAZ, IPBC and an internal standard (IS), HAZ, were of
> 99% purity and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), as was
sodium azide. Acetone and acetonitrile (LC or GC grade) were purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Water was purified using a DirectQ
Millipore system (Billerica, MA, USA).
Woodlife 111 RTU from Kop-Coat, Inc. (Pittsburgh, PA, USA) was used as a
common nonpolar solvent with 0.22% of dissolved fungicides (TAZ, PAZ, and
IPBC). For the analysis of fungicide distribution, 14C-TAZ obtained from Commerce
Institute of Isotopes Co., Ltd. (Budapest, Hungary) with a radioactivity of 7.4
MBq·mL-1 was spiked as a tracer to Woodlife resulting in a radioactivity of 0.74
MBq·L-1 of the treatment solution. A scintillation cocktail, Betamax, was obtained
from MP Biomedicals, LLC (Solon, OH, USA).
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III.1.2 Outdoor Exposure Study
The exposure study was performed on ponderosa pine frame corner sections (41.2
cm × 3.6 cm × 3.6 cm). Each section consisted of two wood blocks, which were
ultimately assembled together to comprise a corner piece (Figure 10). For the
treatment, conditioned unassembled blocks were fully submerged into the
radiolabeled Woodlife solution for 3.0 min. Radiolabeled tracer was used to
determine the total TAZ amount in wood including the original TAZ molecule but
also its potential degradation products without the need of knowing their structure.
Wood blocks were then dried for one week before they were assembled together
and shipped to a Marvin Windows and Doors facility (Warroad, MN, USA) where
they were painted white using aqueous based paint to mimic the routine industrial
handling. After the paint application, selected wood sections were shipped to Hilo,
Hawaii in January 2014 and underwent a six-month outdoor study whose detailed
experimental layout is described in Table 5. During the exposure, all wood blocks
remained assembled.
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Slices #12, 14, 16
16

14

12
Slices #1–11

3.6 cm

“T” shaped wood block

1

16.8 cm

3.0 cm

2.0 cm

1.2 cm

3.8 cm
1.2 cm

3.6 cm

“U” shaped wood block

Figure 10. Wood corner section (41.2 cm x 3.6 cm x 3.6 cm, when assembled
together) cutting scheme. Each “T” shaped wood block was cut into 2-mm wide
wood slices (#1–11, 12, 14, 16) that were subjected to analysis by either liquid
scintillation counting or GC-MS.

Table 5. Experimental layout for outdoor study.
No of
Wood
Sections

Dipping Solution

Exposure Type

No of Slices
per Section1

Analysis

4

Radiolabeled Woodlife

Direct sun

9

Scintillation

4

Radiolabeled Woodlife

No sun

9

Scintillation

4

Radiolabeled Woodlife
(biodegradation control)

Direct sun +
NaN3

9

Scintillation

4

Radiolabeled Woodlife
(control)

Lab freezer

9

Scintillation

4

Woodlife

Direct sun

3

GC-MS

4

Woodlife (control)

Lab freezer

3

GC-MS

1

Number of slices analyzed as illustrated in Figure 10.
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Exposures included wood section storage under direct sun, in shade (no sun), and
under direct sun with an additional treatment applied before the exposure and each
month afterwards. This treatment consisted of a sodium azide (NaN3) aqueous
solution (10 g·L-1) applied on the wood surface using a synthetic paint brush to
prevent microbial TAZ biodegradation. Exposure to direct sunlight causes wood to
dry out fast and shrink. Repeating cycles of wetting and drying (i.e., swelling and
shrinking) may cause cracking and checking of the wood surface, which would
ultimately decrease wood resistance towards microbial attack. Therefore, the
sodium azide treatment was used in combination with direct sun exposure.
After six months, “T” shaped wood blocks were cut with a band saw (Figure B. 1)
followed by extraction and analysis of selected 2-mm wide wood slices (#1, 2, 4,
6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16) using either liquid scintillation counting (wood blocks
treated with radiolabeled Woodlife solution) or gas chromatography - mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) for wood blocks treated with non-labeled Woodlife. For the
GC-MS analyses, three slices were analyzed (#1, 12, and 14) per each wood
block. “U” shaped wood blocks were only used for the assembly of a corner piece
of window frames. They were not analyzed as the results from “T” shaped wood
blocks were considered to be representative of both assembly parts.
The TAZ amounts in wider wood slices #13 and #15 were approximated by
breaking them into 2-mm units for the purpose of calculation and fitting an
exponential function between them. The two boundary slices were analyzed and
thus the TAZ amounts were known. An exponential relationship was observed for
slices #1–11 shown in Figure 13 (only the first two surface slices had higher
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amounts of TAZ which then plateaued at a lower value for the distal slices) and
was thus used for the calculation of TAZ in wood slices #13 and #15. The total TAZ
amount in the entire “T” shaped wood block was then calculated as a sum of TAZ
recovered from analyzed slices and the estimated TAZ from slices that were not
analyzed (#13 and #15). Comparing the total TAZ amounts in exposed and control
wood allowed for TAZ recovery calculations.
III.1.3 Controlled-Environment Study
Smaller-sized wood blocks (30.5 cm × 3.8 cm × 3.8 cm) were used for the
experiments conducted in laboratory settings. Even though the wood size was
decreased for practical reasons, the treatment remained identical - wood blocks
were treated using the procedure described in Section III.1.2 but with a non-labeled
Woodlife solution (containing the same amount of fungicides as radioactive
Woodlife). In addition to TAZ and PAZ, Woodlife solution contained IPBC. IPBC
was previously reported to undergo both thermal and photo-degradation114-115 and
was used in this study as a negative control confirming that the experimental
conditions were severe enough to cause its degradation.
Experimental layout was planned using a fractional factorial design, e.g., Taguchi
design (Table 6), using a 34 array (4 factors and 3 levels), which allowed for the
robust evaluation of the individual effect of temperature, light, relative humidity
(RH), and time on fungicide removal. Each factor was studied on three levels - low,
medium, and high. For each wood sample, the non-exposed control was available
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allowing the analysis of results as paired data (i.e., changes in the control and
desorption experiments).

Table 6. The experimental layout proposed by the Taguchi design evaluating the
impact of temperature, RH, UV light and time, on the fate of fungicides in wood.
Saturated salt solutions were used to ensure the required humidity levels.
Chamber

Salt

RH
[%]

Temperature
[°C]

Light
source

Time
[weeks]

1

none

20

25

dark

10

2

potassium bromide

80

55

dark

16

3

potassium iodide

50

80

dark

26

4

sodium bromide

50

25

daylight

16

5

none

20

55

daylight

26

6

potassium bromide

80

80

daylight

10

7

ammonium chloride

80

25

black light

26

8

urea

50

55

black light

16

9

none

20

80

black light

10

Desorption experiments were performed in small-scale glass chambers (23 cm ID
x 35 cm H) shown in Figure 11. To ensure the sufficient exposure to UV light, a
0.13 mm fluoroethylene propylene (FEP) Teflon film was applied to cover the top
of the chamber and held in place by rubber bands. Black light was generated by
using a Philips Actinic BL PL-S 9W/10/2P 1CT ultraviolet lamp. Wood blocks were
placed on permeable ceramic desiccator plates, 18 cm in diameter (obtained from
VWR, Radnor, PA, USA), allowing for air circulation. To achieve the allotted
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humidity, saturated salt solutions were added to the bottom of the chamber. For
experiments performed at higher temperatures, chambers were placed on top of a
hot plate. The RH and temperature were initially monitored continuously using the
RH/temperature probes (for two months). However, high humidity and salt
concentration resulted in fast corrosion (malfunction) of probes, and thus the RH
and temperature were monitored in these samples only at selected times to ensure
the constant conditions in each chamber.

FEP film
RH/temperature sensor
Wood blocks
Saturated salt solution

Figure 11. The glass chamber (23 cm ID x 35 cm H) design used for the desorption
experiments.

Each wood block was air dried after the treatment and cut in half, then one half
was introduced upright into the chamber (with the freshly cut surface facing
downward) while the other half was stored in a freezer (used as a control). After
exposure for the allotted time, wood blocks were air dried again and the upper
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portion of the wood was cut with a band saw so the surface 2-mm slice could be
analyzed. Prior to the GC-MS analysis, wood was extracted with acetone using
Soxhlet.
III.1.4 Wood Leaching Experiments
To investigate triazole leaching rates, wood corner sections identical to those in
the outdoor study were used since the kinetics may be affected by the wood
geometry and assembly. The sections were conditioned, treated with a nonlabeled Woodlife solution using the same technique as described above, dried and
painted white.
Ten assembled wood sections were placed on a raised platform in Rubbermaid
roughneck totes (18-gallon volume) under a flowing, recirculating water irrigation
system (Figure B.2. 5). The sections were laid horizontally on the platform and
water was sprayed in a 90° angle (exposing the radial and tangential wood
surface). Wood sections in one tote were exposed to 11.3 L of water per week for
a total of four weeks. Since the leaching experiments were conducted within a
shorter time period than the outdoor study, an excessive amount of water was used
to approximate the leaching potential of triazoles.
A 1.0 L sample from each tote was collected weekly to be analyzed by LC-MS.
The control experiment involved the same setup using wood sections that were
not treated (1 tote with 10 wood sections). Along with the leachate water samples,
1.0 L of water was analyzed as a blank experiment.
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III.1.5 Wood Cutting & Extraction
Wood blocks were cut into slices using a Craftsman 22.9 cm band saw purchased
from Sears Brands Management Corporation (Hoffman Estates, IL, USA) in a
ventilated laminar hood. The blade used was a Powertec saw blade (157.5 cm ×
1.0 cm, 10 teeth per 2.5 cm).
The extraction method employed was designed to exhaustively extract TAZ from
wood as well as to assess the extent of TAZ sorption. Wood slices were further cut
into smaller pieces using a razor blade and extracted by an exhaustive three-step
extraction protocol. The first and second extraction steps were sonication in
acetone (3.5 mL, volume adjusted to cover the wood surface) to extract loosely
bound TAZ that is either weakly interacting with the wood matrix or sorbed near
the wood surface. Extracts from each sonication were collected and analyzed
separately. The third step was an overnight Soxhlet extraction with 120 mL of
acetone to recover strongly bound TAZ, which remained sorbed within the wood
after the two sonication steps. To validate that all extractable TAZ was released
with the three-step protocol, an additional Soxhlet extraction in acetone was
performed yielding no TAZ.
III.1.6 Analysis & Instrumentation
For the liquid scintillation counting analysis, 1.0 mL of a wood extract in acetone
was vortexed with 4.0 mL of the scintillation cocktail and analyzed after an
overnight equilibration in a scintillation counter, Beckman Coulter LS 6500,
purchased from Beckman Coulter, Inc. (Fullerton, CA, USA). The analysis was run
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for 3.0 min in a DPM calculation mode (disintegrations per minute, which is directly
proportional to the tracer concentration).
GC-MS protocol was adapted from Stavova et al.88 Analyses were performed using
a 6890 Series II Plus GC coupled to a 5975C MS detector (Agilent, Santa Clara,
CA). Separations were carried out using a 22 m-long DB-5MS column with 0.25
mm internal diameter and 0.25 µm film thickness (J&W Scientific, Rancho
Cordova, CA, USA). Further details are provided in Appendix B.1 including
fungicide calibration plots, limits of detection (LODs), limits of quantification
(LOQs), and example chromatograms.
LC-MS analyses were conducted on an Agilent 1100 LC coupled to a high
resolution TOFMS G1689A Series 6200. All LC separations were performed using
an Agilent Eclipse Plus C18 150 mm × 2.1 mm reverse phase LC column with
3.5 μm particle size. A binary solvent system consisting of A: 5% acetonitrile in
water with 2.5 mM ammonium acetate and B: acetonitrile with 2.5 mM ammonium
acetate was used. A gradient program starting with 40% B and ending with 90% B
was run at a flow rate of 0.2 mL·min−1. The total analysis time was 35 min. The
column oven temperature was set to 30 °C and injection volume was 20 μL. ESI
was performed in a positive mode with drying gas (N 2) set to 350 °C at a flow rate
of 12 L·min-1 and the nebulizer gas (N2) pressure set to 25 psig. The capillary and
fragmentor voltages were 4350 V and 125 V, respectively. Further details are
provided in Appendix B.2 including fungicide calibration plots, limits of detection
(LODs), limits of quantification (LOQs), and example chromatograms.
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III.1.7 Statistical Data Processing
All experiments were performed in quadruplicate and the results were reported as
mean values. Comparison of data sets was done using a two-sample t-test at 95%
confidence level.
The controlled-environment study was designed using a DOE fractional factorial
design, the Taguchi design, which is commonly used in industry for its
robustness.116 The use of a fractional factorial design was a necessity due to a
large number of variables prohibiting the use of a one-variable-at-a-time approach.
The Taguchi design uses orthogonal arrays, which estimate the effects of factors
on the response mean and variation. 117117 The design is thus balanced so that
factor levels are weighted equally. As a result, each factor can be assessed
independently of all the other factors, so the effect of one factor does not affect the
estimation of a different factor. Taguchi design evaluates the individual impact of
main factors as opposed to their interactions, which are generally less significant.
Minitab statistical software was used to design the experimental setup and analyze
the results. Four factors (%RH, temperature, light and time) were studied on 3
levels (low, medium, and high). Results were reported as p-values where factors
with p ≤ 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.
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III.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III.2.1 Loosely and Strongly Bound TAZ
TAZ loss from wood due to environmental exposure was apparent from the first
and second sonication steps (Figure 12). This loss was attributed to the loosely
bound TAZ, which may be either weakly interacting with the wood matrix or sorbed
near the wood surface (more accessible by the solvent), and consequently readily
removed during exposure. The TAZ amount recovered through the third step,
Soxhlet extraction, was similar for the exposed and control wood and is referred to
as strongly bound TAZ. Loosely bound TAZ accounted for 85 ± 5% of the total TAZ
while strongly bound TAZ represented the remaining 15 ± 5%, and this distribution
remained constant for both surface and distal slices. Therefore, evaluation of the
TAZ loss during the outdoor study was based only on the loosely bound TAZ
fraction that was prone to be removed from the wood.
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Figure 12. The TAZ amount recovered from slice #12 for sun-exposed and control
wood employing a three-step extraction protocol. Individual extracts were analyzed
and quantified using GC-MS.

III.2.2 TAZ Loss upon Environmental Exposure
The outdoor exposure of treated wood led to a TAZ loss from the surface slices
(e.g., wood frame corner) accompanied by minor losses from the nearest
subsurface slices. The spatial distribution of loosely bound TAZ in a “T” shaped
wood block for various environmental exposures was based on

14C-TAZ

determination and is shown in Figure 13. A depletion of loosely bound TAZ was
observed from surface wood slices #12 and 1, and subsurface slice #2. The losses
in slices #1 and #2 were not as significant as for slice #12, the full-size surface
slice. Based on the loss observed from slice #2, further minor losses may be
expected in the wood slice adjacent to slice #12.
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Figure 13. The spatial distribution of loosely bound TAZ (recovered through two
consecutive sonications) in a “T” shaped wood block after various environmental
exposures.

The depletion of loosely bound TAZ did not appear to affect wood preservation.
Since the wood surface (slices #1, and 12) contained the highest amount of sorbed
TAZ, a significant amount remained in this region despite the exposure to harsh
conditions. The quality of wood seemed to remain intact as long as the active
fungicide was present in all wood slices in sufficient amounts. So even though
surface slices #1 and #12 lost up to 75% of the originally present loosely bound
TAZ, the remaining µg·g-1 concentration was still more than twice the concentration
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present in inner slices. Additionally, each slice contained the strongly bound TAZ
(15 ± 5% of total TAZ), which is not accounted for in Figure 13. Strongly bound
TAZ was not affected by outdoor conditions and thus remained sorbed in wood
increasing the amount of total TAZ in each slice.
The recoveries of loosely bound TAZ from the entire wood block were ~80% of the
initially sorbed amount and seemed to be unaffected by the exposure type (Figure
14). TAZ recoveries from wood exposed to direct sunlight were comparable to
recoveries from wood stored in the shade (no sun exposure). Also, the sodium
azide treatment did not appear to impact the TAZ loss. Since sodium azide was
applied to prevent biodegradation and protect the wood from deterioration, its
negligible effect on TAZ retention may be interpreted as indirect evidence of
biodegradation being insignificant compared to the evaporation and leaching. This
preliminary conclusion was further confirmed in the next section by comparing TAZ
amounts quantified by GC-MS to the scintillation data to verify that all carbon-14
was present in the non-degraded TAZ molecule.
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Figure 14. Recoveries of loosely bound TAZ from a "T" shaped wood block after
varying environmental exposures for six months.

III.2.3 Evaluation of Triazole Degradation
The outdoor study conducted in the previous section monitored carbon-14
originally present in a TAZ molecule. However, upon the environmental exposure,
TAZ may undergo degradation or transformation yielding still radiolabeled but
inactive products.64 Therefore, TAZ potential degradation products were
investigated by GC-MS using exposed wood treated with non-labeled Woodlife.
The close match of GC-MS results with scintillation counting indicated that the
majority of carbon-14 remained present in the non-degraded TAZ structure (Figure
15). Comparison of the loosely bound TAZ amounts recovered in selected wood
slices as quantified by either liquid scintillation counting (detecting carbon-14) or
GC-MS (quantifying TAZ) showed no statistical difference between these
amounts. Results from a two-sample t-test are provided in Table 7. Considering
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the higher standard deviations, degradation could not be completely ruled out,
however it would represent only a minor contribution to the depletion of loosely
bound TAZ. Also, additional MS screening for potential degradation products
containing chlorine molecules (showing a distinct chlorine isotopic pattern in the
obtained mass spectra) did not reveal their presence, thus the TAZ thermal, photoor biological degradation was deemed to be negligible.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the loosely bound TAZ amounts (results from first and
second sonication) recovered in selected wood slices after freezing (A) or directsun (B) exposure quantified by either liquid scintillation counting or GC-MS. Their
difference was found to be statistically insignificant.

Table 7. Application of two-sample t-test for comparison of TAZ amounts
recovered from various wood slices and quantified by GC-MS and scintillation
counting. The two data sets were not found to be statistically different (p > 0.05).

N1

Pooled StDev 2

DF3

t-value

p-value

Wood slice #1

3

118.83

4

1.46

0.217

Wood slice #12

3

80.10

4

1.99

0.118

Wood slice #14

3

19.81

4

2.23

0.090

Sun exposure
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Table 7 cont.
N1

Pooled StDev 2

DF3

t-value

p-value

Wood slice #1

3

130.81

4

1.97

0.121

Wood slice #12

3

167.31

4

0.07

0.951

Wood slice #14

3

32.14

4

0.76

0.488

Freezer control

N – sample size (3 = replicate); 2Pooled StDev - pooled standard deviation; 3DF - total

1

degrees of freedom

PAZ degradation was also considered negligible as PAZ recoveries from control
and sun-exposed wood were similar to TAZ recoveries (Figure 16). Due to this
similarity of PAZ and TAZ behavior in wood, the same conclusions as for TAZ can
be drawn. Also, GC-MS was used to screen for previously published PAZ
degradation products and other compounds containing chlorine atoms, though
none were found.69-70
Lastly, a discussion on IPBC degradation is outside of the scope of this section,
and is discussed in Appendix B.1 (Figure B.1. 4).
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Figure 16. Comparison of TAZ and PAZ amounts found in control (A) and sunexposed (B) wood. Amounts recovered from various slices were quantified by GCMS.
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III.2.4 Environmental Factors Contributing to Triazole Loss
A controlled-environment study using the Taguchi design was carried out to further
investigate the cause of fungicides’ depletion from the wood surface. The aging
conditions targeted were temperature, light, RH, and exposure time. The study
monitored both triazoles, TAZ and PAZ in the surface layer of wood over the period
of 21 weeks. Additionally, the Woodlife solution contained IPBC, which was used
as a control chemical to compare our findings to the reported thermal and photodegradation data.
Judging based on p-values, temperature followed by the exposure time appeared
to be the most strongly contributing factors for both TAZ and PAZ (Table 8).
Assuming no degradation of triazoles (as inferred in the previous section),
evaporation can be viewed as an important path of their depletion from wood. The
emission rate of triazoles was found to be ~1 μg m -2·h-1 for exposure at 25 °C,
which is similar to the rate of 0.5 μg·m-2·h-1 reported by Horn et al.60 With increasing
temperature, the emission rates increased exponentially to 55 μg ·m-2·h-1 at 55 °C
and 200 μg m-2·h-1 at 80 °C, which are the upper bounds of effective temperatures
on the wood surface during summers in temperate and hot climates, respectively.
However, considering the moderate temperatures in Hilo during the outdoor study
(21–26 °C), evaporation could have accounted for a TAZ loss of 5–10 μg·g-1 of
wood, which would represent a negligible contribution to the total observed TAZ
loss (~600 μg·g-1 of wood). Therefore, evaporation could not be attributed to the
TAZ loss from wood exposed to ambient temperatures.
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Table 8. Application of Taguchi design for the evaluation of four factors on
fungicide removal from wood. The highlighted factors were of a significance (p ≤
0.05).
TAZ
Source
% RH
Temp
Light
Time
Error
Total

DF1
2
2
2
2
35
43

Seq SS2
27501
1696729
56662
76902
417605
2275398

Adj SS3
33680
1699182
56633
76902
417605

Adj MS4
16840
849591
28316
38451
11932

F5
1.41
71.21
2.37
3.22

p6
0.257
0.000
0.108
0.052

Adj MS
30545
913786
40368
56599
14520

F
2.10
62.93
2.78
3.90

p
0.137
0.000
0.076
0.030

Adj MS
129
11213
840
786
224

F
0.58
50.06
3.75
3.51

p
0.568
0.000
0.033
0.041

PAZ
Source
% RH
Temp
Light
Time
Error
Total

Source
% RH
Temp
Light
Time
Error
Total
1

DF
2
2
2
2
35
43

DF
2
2
2
2
35
43

Seq SS
46843
1817824
79378
113198
508198
2565442

Seq SS
118
22145
1592
1572
7839
33268

Adj SS
61089
1827573
80736
113198
508198

IPBC
Adj SS
257.6
22425
1679
1572
7839

DF - total degrees of freedom; 2 Seq SS - sequential sums of squares; 3 Adj SS - adjusted sum of

squares; 4 Adj MS - adjusted mean squares; 5 F-value; 6 p-value

For IPBC control, light factor was shown to significantly affect its loss, thus photodegradation of IPBC during the exposure was likely. Vaporization and thermal
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degradation of IPBC could not be ruled out since the temperature and time were
also among the significant factors. These findings agreed with previously reported
thermal and photo-degradation of IPBC114-115 and thus confirmed that the effect of
experimental conditions was observable via the Taguchi design.
Contrary to the expectations based on the published data on leaching
experiments,43-44 the air humidity did not affect the fungicide loss. The reason could
be the lack of wood saturation with water (water-filled pores), which was previously
reported to be essential for fungicide leaching.118
III.2.5 Triazole Leaching
To approximate the contribution of leaching to the triazoles loss from
environmentally exposed wood, kinetic data for TAZ and PAZ leaching were
obtained (Table B.2. 2). The triazole loss from wood was virtually independent of
time, i.e., yielding a constant amount every week, but dependent on the amount of
applied water (Figure 17). The TAZ and PAZ leaching rates related to the amount
of water were approximated using linear functions, but with increasing amounts of
applied water, the leaching curves would eventually level off119 due to the inability
of water to access and dissolve the sorbed triazole from either distantly located or
poorly accessible sites within the wood matrix. The TAZ leaching rate was slightly
higher than that for PAZ, even though the TAZ solubility in water is three times
lower at room temperature. The observed higher TAZ leaching rate may be due to
the different interactions of each fungicide with the wood matrix.
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Figure 17. Leaching of TAZ and PAZ from wood corner sections with respect to
the amount of water applied.

The use of identical wood sections as in the outdoor study allowed for an
approximation of triazole amounts that could have leached during the six-month
exposure. Based on the on-site measurements in Hilo, Hawaii, the precipitation in
2014 was 63” per six months (1.6 m). Considering the surface area of each wood
section exposed to rain (0.02 m2), the amount of water fallen on each section over
six months was estimated as being as high as 32 L. Using the leaching kinetic data
shown in Figure 17, approximately 32% of TAZ and 26% of PAZ could have
leached into water, if all this estimated amount of rain actually fell on the given
wood sections. Since the TAZ loss during the outdoor study was ~20% (Figure
14), leaching would represent a major path of its removal. This finding agrees with
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previously reported 21.0–25.5% of leached TAZ from wood upon seven months of
outdoor exposure.54
The observed six-month losses represent the upper boundary of TAZ depletion
due to the high amount of rains in Hawaii during this season. The amount of
retained fungicide in wood may be further increased by triazole chemical
modification that will decrease its polarity, thus rendering it less water-soluble and
more wood-bound.

III.3 CONCLUSIONS

A six-month outdoor study exposing treated wood corner sections (representing
window frame corners) to harsh environmental conditions revealed TAZ losses
from the 2-mm wide cross-sectional surface followed by minor losses from the
nearest subsurface. The total depletion of loosely bound TAZ was not affected by
the type of exposure and amounted to ~20% of the originally sorbed TAZ in wood
exposed to rain, wind and sunlight. Since the total TAZ amount in wood remained
high, the depletion of loosely bound fungicide did not seem to affect the product
preservation.
Using a fractional factorial design (Taguchi design), significant factors contributing
to TAZ and PAZ losses were found to be temperature and time of exposure.
Therefore, evaporation of triazoles appeared to be a significant path of their
removal. However, considering the moderate temperature during the outdoor
study, evaporation could only account for a minor portion of the observed TAZ loss.
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Additionally, bio-, photo- and thermal degradation were negligible since no
degradation products were found and light was not among the significant factors
affecting triazole loss.
Controlled experiments revealed that up to 32% of TAZ (and 26% of PAZ) could
have leached from the exposed wood during the six-month exposure suggesting
water leaching to be the major route of triazole losses from wood. Leaching rate
was found to be slightly higher for TAZ than for PAZ.
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IV. CHAPTER: THE EXTENT OF TEBUCONAZOLE LEACHING
FROM UNPAINTED AND PAINTED SOFTWOOD
IV.1 MATERIALS AND METHODS

IV.1.1 Chemicals
Uniformly 14C-labeled TAZ obtained from the Commerce Institute of Isotopes Co.,
Ltd. (Budapest, Hungary) with a radioactivity of 7.4 MBq mL -1 was spiked as a
tracer to a commercial wood preservative formulation, Woodlife 111 RTU from
Kop-Coat, Inc. (Pittsburgh, PA, USA), resulting in a radioactivity of 0.74 MBq L-1
and

14C-TAZ

concentration of 0.12 mg L-1. In addition to the radiolabeled tracer,

Woodlife contained 0.21% of dissolved fungicides (TAZ, propiconazole, and 3iodo-2-propynylbutylcarbamate), therefore, the ratio of

14C-TAZ

to TAZ was

14,000:1. A scintillation cocktail, Betamax, was obtained from MP Biomedicals,
LLC (Solon, OH, USA) and acetone (GC grade) was purchased from Fisher
Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The applied exterior wood primer was from Akzo
Nobel Coatings Inc. (High Point, NC, USA), and white paint was made by The
Valspar Corporation (Minneapolis, MN, USA). Both the primer and paint were
water-based.
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IV.1.2 Wood Treatment
Size-reduced samples (5.0 × 2.5 × 1.5 cm3) of conditioned ponderosa pine
sapwood (randomized grain selection) were dip treated with vigorously-mixed and
sonicated radiolabeled Woodlife formulation for 1.0 min. The uptake of

14C-TAZ

based on the control samples was 56 ± 2 ng. Wood was then placed on wooden
skewers and dried in a hood for 24 hours (Figure C. 1). Half of the samples were
directly placed into the chambers while the other half were coated on all sides
using a foam brush with one layer of the primer and two layers of paint, where
each coating was followed by drying for 24 hours before the next layer was applied
(Figure C. 2).
IV.1.3 Wood Exposure
Experiments were performed in triplicate using painted and unpainted wood. The
exposure conditions included low humidity, high humidity, continuous leaching
(i.e., continuous rain), and weekly alternating leaching and drying (i.e., intermittent
rain). Control samples consisted of treated wood blocks wrapped in aluminum foil
that were placed in an enclosed bag into a freezer (e.g., to prevent any TAZ
evaporation and leaching). Further experimental details are provided in Table 9
and illustrated in Appendix C (Figure C. 3 and Figure C. 4). The exposures were
maintained for sufficient time to observe the leveling off the TAZ leaching curve,
which was found to be 8–10 weeks.
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Table 9. Experimental layout including the exposure types with corresponding
chamber conditions. For all experiments, conditioned ponderosa pine wood was
dip-treated with Woodlife containing 14C-TAZ.

Wood Type

Exposure Type

Temperature
[°C]

RH
[%]

Exposure
Time [weeks]

Unpainted

Freezer control

-18

–

8

Unpainted

Low humidity

rt*

~40

8

Unpainted

High humidity

rt

80

8

Unpainted/
Painted

Continuous leaching
(continuous rain)

rt

~40

8

Unpainted/
Painted

Leaching/drying
(intermittent rain)

rt

~40

10

*rt = room temperature (e.g., 15–21 °C)

For moderate and high humidity conditions, individual wood samples were placed
in separate glass chambers on a glass platform and purged weekly with air,
maintaining the temperature and relative humidity similar to the indoor environment
(i.e., 15–21 °C and ~40%, respectively). The 80% relative humidity was achieved
by placing a sufficient amount of saturated ammonium sulfate solution on the
bottom of the chambers, below the glass platform, to prevent any contact with
wood. For leaching experiments, wood was placed on a platform under a 50° angle
with part A being at the top. Deionized water was dripped onto the transversal
surface of part A from a volumetric pipette (the flow was manually adjusted to ~0.1
mL min-1) and descended towards part D and then into the run-off collection flask,
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as illustrated in Figure 18. As a result of this design, several water droplets were
continuously accumulating near the end-grain side of part D. For the intermittent
rain, wood blocks were periodically transferred into an enclosed chamber after a
week of leaching and left to dry for another week.

Figure 18. Experimental design of TAZ-treated wood exposure to simulated rain.

IV.1.4 Extraction & Analysis
After the exposure, wood samples were sheared with a hammer and knife into four
equal parts (~1.25 × 2.5 × 1.5 cm3), where parts A and D were those originally
located next to the end-grain side whereas parts B and C were the two middle
sections (Figure 18). Each wood part was further sheared into smaller pieces to
allow for an exhaustive TAZ extraction, which was carried out for 16 hours using a
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Soxhlet apparatus with 130.0 mL of acetone. The extract was evaporated to
dryness using a vacuum rotary evaporator and reconstituted in 1.5 mL of acetone.
For the liquid scintillation counting analysis, 1.5 mL of an acetone dissolved sample
was vortexed with 3.5 mL of the scintillation cocktail and analyzed after an
overnight equilibration in a scintillation counter, Beckman Coulter LS 6500,
purchased from Beckman Coulter, Inc. (Fullerton, CA, USA). The analysis was run
in duplicate for 10.0 min in a DPM calculation mode (disintegrations per minute,
which is directly proportional to the tracer concentration). The detection limits
equaled to two-times the DPM reading of a background sample (i.e., 70 DPM),
which amounted to 0.16 ng of

14

C-TAZ.

Water run-off was collected several times per week and the volume was recorded.
As with the wood extracts, run-off water was evaporated to dryness using a
vacuum rotary evaporator and reconstituted in 1.5 mL of acetone, which was
analyzed using a scintillation counting analysis as described above.
IV.1.5 Estimate of Maximum Leachable TAZ
To readily estimate the maximum TAZ amount that can be leached from wood, a
simplistic model was employed, which can be adapted for the purpose of industrial
and environmental assessments. Specifically, TAZ leaching curves were plotted
as the amount of applied water onto wood versus the cumulative leached 14C-TAZ
amount. These curves were simplified into Eq. 1 based on the perceived analogy
to Langmuir isotherm, where [𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑊 ] referred to the cumulative amount of leached
TAZ, [𝐻2 𝑂] was the amount of applied water, [𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑀𝐴𝑋 ] was the highest TAZ
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amount that could be leached from treated wood, and 𝐾 represented an affinity
constant.

[𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑊 ] = [𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑀𝐴𝑋 ] ×

[𝐻2 𝑂]
𝐾+[𝐻2 𝑂]

Eq. 6

In order to calculate [𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑀𝐴𝑋 ], sigmoidal curves were transformed into a linear
function by plotting [𝐻2 𝑂]−1 on the x axis and [𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑊 ]−1 on the y axis (Eq. 7), where
the intersection of this linear function with the y axis represented [𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑀𝐴𝑋 ]−1. The
slope of the function was defined by 𝐾/[𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑀𝐴𝑋 ].
1
[𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑊 ]

𝐾

= [𝑇𝐴𝑍

𝑀𝐴𝑋

1
2 𝑂]

× [𝐻
]

1

+ [𝑇𝐴𝑍

𝑀𝐴𝑋 ]

Eq. 7

IV.1.6 Data Analysis
To compare the

14C-TAZ

amounts recovered from wood exposed to various

conditions and to examine the mass balance closure, a one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used. Specifically, Tukey’s method was employed to
compare results from multiple wood exposures using a family error rate of 0.05
(i.e., 95% simultaneous confidence level). All data were processed using Minitab
18 software.
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IV.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to monitor the leaching extent of triazole fungicides from painted and
unpainted softwood,

14

C-labeled TAZ was used as a fungicide tracer. The overall

impact of the several aqueous environmental exposures shows no losses under
either of two extreme humidity settings, 15 and 80% (Figure 19). By contrast, when
wood was exposed to the simulated continuous rain conditions, a moderate TAZ
depletion was found to occur from the end grain (14–33%) accompanied by smaller
losses from the unpainted transverse surfaces (not accounted in Figure 19), thus
being attributed to leaching. As expected, lower TAZ leaching was observed in
painted wood. The mass balance was not closed for intermittent rain conditions
suggesting that the additional TAZ losses may have occurred due to water
enhanced vaporization. Nevertheless, the experimental setup allowed for the
investigation of mechanistic aspects of TAZ leaching, providing the insights on
spatial losses from wood and the leaching kinetics.
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Figure 19. Percent

14C-TAZ

recoveries from end grains of painted and unpainted

treated wood exposed to various humidity and simulated rain conditions,
complemented by

14

C-TAZ recoveries from the run-off water. The error bars

represent one standard deviation and RH denotes relative humidity.

IV.2.1 14C-TAZ Distribution and Recoveries from Wood End Grain and Middle
Sections
The TAZ amounts recovered from the parts located next to the end grain (i.e.,
Figure 20, parts A and D) were significantly higher than those found in the middle
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sections (i.e., parts B and C) due to a significant contribution of longitudinal TAZ
penetration. By contrast, the middle sections contained TAZ sorbed only via the
transversal uptake (e.g., a combination of capillary adsorption and diffusion). This
observation is consistent with the previously shown TAZ distribution in wood as a
result of dip treatment, where the sorption in the transversal direction distributed
small amounts of TAZ evenly onto the wood surface, while the diffusion in the
longitudinal direction mediated its large deposition near the end grain.120
As shown above, the exposure to moderate and high humidity did not impact the
sorbed TAZ (𝛂 = 0.05), while the exposure to simulated rain led to a sizable TAZ
depletion from end grain surfaces. The less pronounced TAZ loss from part A
(compared to D) was due to the water application, where only the transversal
surface was exposed to the simulated rain (the end-grain side remained
untouched), which was not sufficient to cause TAZ leaching. Conversely, the end
grain of part D was fully accessible to water and became soaked into the aqueous
phase after a few days of exposure, which led to TAZ leaching. For both unpainted
and painted wood exposed to intermittent rain, a moderate TAZ depletion was
observed from part A as well, and these losses are discussed further in the next
section with respect to TAZ leaching kinetics.
Even though the TAZ recoveries from the middle sections (i.e., parts B and C)
varied between exposures (Figure 20), the differences were not as pronounced as
for the end grain parts. Exposures to moderate and high humidity did not
significantly impact the sorbed TAZ in the middle sections, while exposures to
continuous and intermittent rain decreased the TAZ amounts. This decrease was
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only observed for unpainted wood exposed to simulated rain, and so it was
attributed to leaching from transverse surfaces. As discussed above, the TAZ
amounts deposited on the transverse surfaces were low compared to the amounts
that penetrated in the longitudinal direction. Thus, leaching from the middle
sections was deemed minimal compared to the end-grain leaching, and it was
eliminated by paint application.
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Figure 20. Distribution of 14C-TAZ recovered from the exposed wood.
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C

D

IV.2.2 14C-TAZ Leaching Kinetics
The TAZ leaching rate was investigated with respect to the amount of water
applied on the wood surface and was found to be the highest for the unpainted
wood exposed to continuous rain (Figure 21). After two months of continuous rain
exposure, 13.5 ng of TAZ leached from the unpainted wood representing ~25% of
the originally sorbed TAZ. The paint application reduced the leached TAZ amount
to 6.0 ng (~11%). The observed reduction of TAZ leaching from painted wood can
be explained by the effect of coatings, such as paints and primers, which is
expected to reduce the water transport in and out of wood by creating a physical
barrier that partially repels water. The rate of water sorption was previously shown
to be the highest for uncoated wood, followed by wood painted with a water-based
coating and slowest for wood painted with a solvent-based coating.27 Likewise,
end-grain sealing is commonly employed in industry to reduce the decay of
windows, which is often initiated in the end grain within joints. 121
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recovered in the collected run-off water from unpainted and

painted wood exposed to simulated continuous and intermittent rain.

Wood exposure to intermittent rain led to a reduced TAZ leaching rate from
unpainted wood and similar leaching rate from painted wood compared to the
continuous rain (Figure 21). Similar observations pertinent to the unpainted wood
were previously shown on TAZ depletion from polymer renders, where pores that
were constantly filled with water (i.e., saturated) led to significantly higher leaching
rates than the dried and then wetted pores.118 It is plausible that wood exposed to
intermittent rain had to be re-saturated after each drying period for leaching to
occur. In this case, with unlimited time, the intermittent rain exposure of unpainted
wood would result in the same leached amount of TAZ as the continuous rain. For
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painted wood, drying intervals did not have a visible impact on the TAZ leaching
kinetics likely due to the reduced water transport in and out of wood, which resulted
in less effective wood drying between the leaching periods hence faster resaturation.
In addition, intermittent rain exposure led to the TAZ depletion from wood parts A,
which was not the case for continuous rain. Furthermore, this additional TAZ loss
was not reflected in the run-off water analysis and was thus not caused by
leaching. For painted wood, the TAZ leaching curves observed for continuous and
intermittent rain were similar (Figure 21) as well as the recovered TAZ amounts
from wood parts D (Figure 20), suggesting that TAZ presumably leached from part
D. The same trend was observed for unpainted wood, where the leaching rate was
higher for continuous rain exposure and consequently the TAZ amount recovered
from wood part D was lower compared to the intermittent rain exposure.
This unexpected TAZ loss from wood part A was seen only after introducing drying
intervals between water exposures, therefore we hypothesize that the loosely
bound fungicide co-evaporated from this end grain with water. When wood was
saturated with water, TAZ was depleted exclusively through leaching as water
completely sealed the pores and hindered evaporation. Thus, no vaporization was
observed for part A of continuously leached wood. However, as wood started
drying, the pores were no longer fully saturated so the association with water
(possibly via hydrogen bonding) enabled loosely bound surface TAZ to evaporate
along with water (enhanced vaporization). Moreover, during drying of watersaturated wood, wicking occurs at the end grain, which further moves the nearby
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TAZ to the end-grain surface thereby promoting the enhanced evaporation. This
loosely bound TAZ is prone to removal and is easily leached from end grain part
D during the initial leaching interval, so no evaporative losses are observed from
this part afterwards. Also, since the TAZ depletion from wood part A was not
observed when wood was exposed to 80% RH, we assume that the TAZ
association with water occurred only when pores were first saturated. Finally, it is
important to note that both end grains of wood used in windows and doors are
sealed or otherwise protected, thus eliminating the possibility of enhanced
vaporization.
IV.2.3 TAZ Depletion from Wood Exposed to the Outdoor Environment
In our previous study, the TAZ depletion from painted softwood after a six-month
environmental exposure (involving high humidity, rain, wind, etc.) was found to be
~20% of the originally sorbed TAZ; however, it was unclear whether these losses
were final or would increase with the exposure time.122 The present study shows
that even though a portion of TAZ is prone to be leached from the end grain
possibly due to its weak fixation within the wood matrix, this amount is limited as
evident from the leaching curve levelling off for each exposure type. In order to
estimate the highest TAZ amount that can be leached from treated wood of similar
proportions as used in this study (i.e., 5.3 ratio of end-grain surfaces to lateral
surfaces),

14C-TAZ

results from continuous leaching exposure were transformed

into a linear relationship (Figure 22) as described in Section IV.1.5. For unpainted
wood, the maximum leachable TAZ amounted to 22 ng or 40% of the originally
sorbed amount, while for painted wood, the maximum leachable TAZ was
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calculated to not exceed 12% (6.7 ng). These results corresponded to TAZ leached
from one wood end-grain side (wood part D), therefore, the maximum leachable
TAZ would double for exposures where leaching from both sides was plausible.
Besides the change in 𝑇𝐴𝑍𝑀𝐴𝑋, the affinity constant 𝐾 also decreased for painted
wood (𝐾 was 3.7 for unpainted compared to 0.5 for painted wood).
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Figure 22. Determination of the highest 14C-TAZ amount that can be leached using
the results obtained from wood exposure to continuous rain.

During the outdoor study,122 painted wood was exposed to rain and dry weather
conditions and the leaching was facilitated only via one wood side, which are
similar settings to the intermittent rain exposure applied in this study. However,
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since the wood proportions differed (i.e., 9.3 vs 5.3 ratio of end-grain surfaces to
lateral surfaces), the maximal TAZ leaching is expected to be 1.7 times higher,
amounting to ~20%. The experimentally observed (20 ± 10)% TAZ loss in the wood
exposed to the outdoor environment is similar to the estimate based on the
maximum

14C-TAZ

loss calculated in the current indoor study (20%), thus

demonstrating the relevance of laboratory measurements. On the other hand, data
collected in a controlled indoor environment for a limited amount of time may lack
some external variables occurring under natural weathering conditions, such as
wood splitting in service.
IV.2.4 Impact of TAZ Loss on Wood Protection
The amounts of TAZ that could potentially be depleted from wood are an
insignificant part of the total triazole amounts entering the environment, thus are
rather negligible from the standpoint of environmental pollution. However, the TAZ
loss is important from the product perspective as it may affect wood integrity if
extensive. The TAZ amounts added to wood formulations (0.21%)123 are one to
two orders of magnitude smaller than those present in agricultural mixtures that
are intended for crop protection (7–50%)124-125. Additionally, a window frame
absorbs a similar volume of formulation as is typically sprayed on just 4 acres.
Therefore, the TAZ amount that is depleted from wood over its lifetime does not
significantly contribute to the total TAZ released into the environment, but may
affect the durability and quality of wood products. In this study, more than 70% of
14

C-TAZ was shown to remain in the painted wood despite the exposure to water.

TAZ was depleted mainly from the end grain, which contained the highest amount
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of sorbed TAZ. Despite the loss, a significant TAZ amount stayed in this region either greater or similar TAZ amount as was in the inner wood parts, thus the wood
remained protected. On the other hand, since the end grain represents the most
vulnerable part of windows and the maximum leachable

14C-TAZ

amount for an

unpainted end grain was shown to be 40% of the initially sorbed amount, any
means of end grain protection, such as sealing with a primer and paint, would be
beneficial and enhance wood protection across its lifespan.

IV.3 CONCLUSIONS

Despite an eight-week exposure of treated wood to laboratory-simulated
environmental conditions, more than 60% of originally sorbed

14C-TAZ

remained

in the wood for all exposure types. While the high humidity environment did not
impact the sorbed TAZ, water application led to a TAZ depletion mainly from the
end grain. Since this region initially contained the highest TAZ amount, the loss
did not impact the overall wood protection as a sufficient amount persisted in all
wood parts.
The

14

C-TAZ leaching rate was found to be the highest for unpainted wood

exposed to simulated continuous rain. Upon extensive water application, up to
40% of the originally sorbed TAZ may leach from end grain based on the obtained
kinetic data. The TAZ leaching rate from unpainted wood exposed to intermittent
rain declined since wood was allowed to dry between weeklong rain intervals, yet
it might eventually result in a comparable TAZ loss. Additionally, primer and paint
coatings led to a substantial reduction of TAZ depletion with the maximum
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leachable TAZ fraction of 12%. Therefore, end-grain sealing was found to be
beneficial as it enhanced the wood protection in the long run by acting as a physical
barrier and decreasing the wood affinity for water.
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V. CHAPTER: METHOD DEVELOPMENT FOR TRIAZOLE AND
IPBC QUANTIFICATION IN WOOD LEACHATE USING SPE
FOLLOWED BY LC-ESI-TOFMS DETECTION
V.1 MATERIALS AND METHODS

V.1.1 Chemicals and Reagents
Analytical standards, TAZ, PAZ, AZA, HAZ, and IPBC, were of > 99% purity and
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Solvents (e.g., acetone,
methanol, and acetonitrile of LC or GC grade) and electrolytes (e.g., acetic acid,
formic acid, ammonium acetate, and ammonium formate) were obtained from
Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Water was purified using a DirectQ
Millipore system (Billerica, MA, USA). Supelco HLB cartridges (3 cm3, 60 mg
sorbent) were also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and PRiME HLB cartridges (3
cm3, 60 mg sorbent) were from Waters Corporation (Milford, MA, USA).
V.1.2 Wood Matrix Extract for SPE Validation
An aqueous wood extract was prepared by extracting wood with acetone to obtain
highly concentrated solution, and subsequently evaporating the acetone and redissolving the wood matrix components in water. Specifically, untreated ponderosa
pine wood samples stored under standard conditions of an air-conditioned building
(22 ± 2 °C, ambient pressure and ca. 50% relative humidity) were sheared with a
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hammer and knife into smaller pieces to allow for an exhaustive wood extraction,
which was carried out for 16 hours using a Soxhlet apparatus with 130.0 mL of
acetone.122 The wood extract was then evaporated to dryness under a gentle
stream of nitrogen, re-dissolved in water, and filtered through 0.2 µm syringe filters.
The resulting aqueous wood matrix extract was spiked with a fungicide stock
solution in methanol (MeOH) to achieve the desired analyte concentration (~20
ppm, w/v) in 10% MeOH solution. This 10% MeOH wood extract was only used to
evaluate the SPE method as it represented the worst-case scenario wood leachate
with each aliquot (0.5 mL) containing matrix from 0.5 g of wood.
V.1.3 Industrial Wood Leachate Samples
Industrial leachate samples were prepared at Marvin Windows and Doors facility
(Warroad, MN, USA) by direct aqueous leaching of wood preserved with
fungicides. Specifically, ponderosa pine wood sections (1.5 x 1.5 x 8") were diptreated with a commercially available Woodlife 111 solution (containing 0.22% of
TAZ and PAZ, made by Kop-Coat, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA, USA), dried and painted
white (aqueous white paint manufactured by The Valspar Corporation,
Minneapolis, MN, USA). Ten wood sections were placed on a raised platform in
Rubbermaid roughneck totes (18-gallon volume) under a flowing, recirculating
water irrigation system. The sections were laid horizontally on the platform and
water was sprayed in a 90° angle (thus exposing both the radial and tangential
wood surface). Wood sections were exposed to 11.3 L of water per week for a total
of four weeks. A control experiment involved the same setup using 10 wood
sections that were not treated with preservatives. Because this wood leachate did
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not contain any fungicides, it was used for determining the matrix-affected LOD
and LOQ.
V.1.4 SPE-HLB
To achieve the retention of triazoles and IPBC within the solid phase while eluting
interfering water-soluble components, reversed-phase SPE cartridges were
employed. The method was developed on two types of HLB cartridges, Supelco
HLB and PRiME HLB cartridges, using the protocol described in Table 10, with
PRiME HLB cartridges not requiring conditioning. To evaluate the method
performance, 0.5 mL of wood extract in 10% MeOH solution was used (preparation
described in Section V.1.2), while for analyzing industrial leachate samples, 3 mL
were loaded. The fungicides collected in ACN with 2% ammonium hydroxide
solution were evaporated down to 0.3 mL under a gentle stream of nitrogen, mixed
with 0.7 mL of water, and spiked with IS prior to the LC-ESI-TOFMS analysis.

Table 10. The SPE-HLB protocol developed for retention of fungicides present in
wood leachate.
HLB SPE protocol
Cartridge conditioning (Supelco HLB)

3 mL MeOH
3 mL 10% MeOH solution

Sample load

0.5 mL of wood matrix extract in 10% MeOH
or 3 mL of industrial wood leachate
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Table 10 cont.
HLB SPE protocol
Matrix wash

3 mL 10% MeOH solution

Analyte collection

3 mL ACN with 2% ammonium hydroxide

V.1.5 ESI-TOFMS Optimization
ESI-TOFMS optimization consisted of two parts. At first, an initial screening was
performed to select the suitable solvent system and electrolyte using a
representative triazole, TAZ, and IPBC. Then, ESI voltages and the electrolyte
concentrations were thoroughly optimized. A DOE methodology, specifically
response surface design, was used to find the optimal electrolyte concentrations,
capillary voltage, and fragmentor voltage for TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC.
As in our previous studies,103,

126

all optimization experiments were conducted

using a flow injection analysis (FIA), where samples containing fungicides and the
electrolytes (concentration range 4–400 mM) in the evaluated solvent system
(MeOH/ACN and water 50:50, v/v) were injected into a mobile phase flow
(MeOH/ACN and water, 50:50, v/v). The concentration of electrolyte in the sample
was four times higher than the desired concentration in the ESI chamber (Table
11) to account for the dilution in the mobile phase (i.e., 50 µL sample injection into
0.2 mL·min-1 flow). The final concentration of fungicide standards in the ESI
chamber was ~10 ppm. Since no column was employed for fungicide separation,
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all standards were detected having the same retention time. An illustrative
chromatogram is shown in Figure D. 1.
V.1.5.1 Screening of ESI-TOFMS Conditions
Screening of ESI-TOFMS conditions included the evaluation of organic solvent
(e.g., ACN or MeOH) and the electrolyte type. Previously we observed significant
interactions between the electrolyte type and its concentration, thus for each
electrolyte, various concentrations were examined (Table 11).103,

126

Since two

solvent systems were used, 32 runs were required for full optimization. Also, TAZ
and IPBC were screened separately, yielding 64 experiments.

Table 11. Electrolytes and their concentrations evaluated in both MeOH-water and
ACN-water solvent systems as part of the screening of ESI-TOFMS conditions.
Experiment #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Electrolyte
formic acid

ammonium formate
ammonium formate + formic
acid (50:50, v/v)
acetic acid
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Conc. [mM]
1
10
100
1
5
10
1
10
1
10
100

Table 11 cont.
Experiment #
12
13
14
15
16

Electrolyte
ammonium acetate
ammonium acetate + acetic
acid (50:50, v/v)

Conc. [mM]
1
5
10
1
10

V.1.5.2 Optimization of ESI-TOFMS Using DOE Response Surface Design
To optimize the ESI-TOFMS conditions and assess the expected curvature, DOE
response surface design was used. The ACN-water system and the ammonium
acetate as an electrolyte were employed based on the screening results. The main
factors included the electrolyte concentration (factor A), capillary voltage (i.e.,
electrospray voltage, factor B), and fragmentor voltage (i.e., collision induced
dissociation voltage, factor C). For each factor, low and high levels were selected,
and are summarized in Table 12. The design was created using Minitab and
yielded 20 runs, which are described in Table D. 1.

Table 12. Factors and levels used for the optimization of ESI-TOFMS conditions
using DOE response surface design. Ammonium acetate was chosen as the
electrolyte based on the screening experiments.
Factor

Low level

High level

2.5

5

4500

5000

A: electrolyte concentration [mM]
B: capillary voltage [V]
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Table 12 cont.
Factor

Low level

High level

125

150

C: fragmentor voltage [V]

V.1.6 Instrumentation
Both FIA and LC-ESI-TOFMS analyses were conducted on an Agilent 1100 LC
coupled to a high resolution TOFMS G1689A Series 6200. LC separations were
performed using an Agilent Eclipse Plus C18 150 mm × 2.1 mm reverse phase LC
column with 3.5 μm particle size. The flow rate was 0.2 mL·min−1. The optimized
LC method employed a solvent system consisting of A: 5% ACN in water with 1.7
mM ammonium acetate and B: ACN with 1.7 mM ammonium acetate. The gradient
elution was evaluated starting at 20, 30, 40, or 50% ACN, but the final program
began at 30% B and increased to 55% B in 21 min followed by a further increase
to 65% B in 5 min (time 26 min). It reached 90% B in 1 min (time 27 min) and was
held at 90% B for an additional 1 min (time 28 min). The %B was then decreased
back to 30% in 1 min (time 29 min) and held there for an additional 11 min to
provide sufficient time for column equilibration. The total analysis time was 40 min.
During the analysis, the flow was first diverted into a waste container for initial 7
min, and then into the TOFMS to minimize contamination of the ESI chamber with
salts and early eluting species. The column oven temperature was set to 30 °C
and injection volume was 20 μL. ESI was performed in positive mode with drying
gas (N2) set to 350 °C at a flow rate of 12 L·min-1 and the nebulizer gas (N2)
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pressure set to 25 psig. The capillary and fragmentor voltages were 4350 V and
115 V, respectively.
V.1.7 Data Processing
The LC-ESI-TOFMS data were processed using Analyst QS 1.1 (Applied
Biosystems) and MassHunter Workstation Quantitative Analysis B.04.00 (Agilent
Technologies). Fungicides were identified based on their retention times and mass
spectra matching those of individual standards. Quantification was accomplished
by integrating the extracted ion current (EIC) chromatograms of the corresponding
protonated molecular ions [M+H]+ ± 0.03 m/z listed in Table 13 employing an IS
method.

Table 13. Protonated molecular ions used for the analyte LC-MS quantitation.
Fungicide

[M+H]+

TAZ

308.153

PAZ

342.077

AZA

300.030

HAZ (IS)

314.082

IPBC

281.999

Minitab 16.1.1 was used for statistical analysis. DOE response surface design was
employed for the optimization of ESI-TOFMS ionization, where factors and
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interactions were considered significant when the p-value was lower than 0.10 (i.e.,
90% confidence level). Response surface design methodology is routinely used
when curvature in the response surface is suspected, and it was previously
reported as a systematic approach for the optimization of analytical methods.127128

A response surface optimizer function was further employed to find the settings

yielding the highest MS response of all fungicides. By selecting a target value (i.e.,
MS peak area), Minitab calculated an optimal solution based on the conducted
experiments.
Instrumental and matrix-affected LODs and LOQs were calculated from the
calibration curves generated using a least square linear regression. Only the
calibration points that were within one order of magnitude of the LODs were used.
The calculation was based on the following equations: LOD = 3.3 x sy/m and LOQ
= 10 x sy/m, where sy is a standard error of the predicted y-value for each x-value
and m is a slope of the calibration curve. To calculate matrix-affected LODs and
LOQs, the control industrial wood leachate (i.e., generated from untreated wood;
see Section V.1.3) was purified using the developed SPE protocol (e.g., 3 mL of
leachate per calibration standard), evaporated to 0.3 mL, mixed with 0.7 mL of
water, and spiked with IS and fungicides in the concentration range of one order
of magnitude of LOD.
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V.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

V.2.1 SPE-HLB Recoveries and Purification
Fungicide SPE-HLB recoveries were evaluated using a wood matrix extract spiked
with standards, and were 94–102% (Table 14). These high recoveries were
achieved despite the presence of wood matrix interferences, and were
reproducible with RSD ≤ 5%.

Table 14. Fungicide recoveries using SPE-HLB protocol.
SPE-HLB Recoveries
TAZ

PAZ

AZA

IPBC

96 ± 4%

102 ± 3%

102 ± 2%

94 ± 5%

Aside from SPE-HLB analyte recoveries, the extent of wood matrix purification
(i.e., removal of matrix interferences) was assessed. The LC-ESI-TOFMS
chromatograms of wood matrix extract containing fungicides before and after SPE
are shown in Figure 23. A partial purification could be seen from the decrease of
TIC response and the peak intensities in the first 8 min of analysis, where polar
and mid-polar wood compounds eluted. Generally, the SPE-HLB purification is
expected to vary as wood leachate composition changes with respect to wood
type, age, and location; nevertheless, by extracting the protonated molecular ions
(Figure 23), no interfering compounds were observed. Yet, as the sample clean97

up was not extensive, the final method included diversion of the mobile flow into a
waste container instead of MSTOF for the initial 8 min to minimize contamination
of the ESI chamber with these early-eluting species. Additionally, the high
fungicide retention and their efficient collection from the cartridge were found
beneficial for their pre-concentration, since their amounts in industrial wood
leachate, although significant, may be near the method’s limits of detection. Thus,
the SPE-HLB step was employed for analyte pre-concentration purposes rather
than purification.

Figure 23. LC-ESI-TOFMS total ion current (TIC) chromatograms of unpurified
wood matrix extract containing fungicides (grey) and an SPE-HLB purified sample
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(black), followed by EIC chromatograms for IPBC, AZA, TAZ, HAZ, and PAZ in the
purified sample.

V.2.2 Screening of the Solvent System and Electrolyte
The organic solvent selection did not seem to affect the fungicide MS response as
both ACN and MeOH yielded similar results (Figure 24 vs Figure D. 2). As a result,
ACN was selected since it was also employed to elute fungicides from the SPEHLB cartridge. In addition, an ACN-water system yields lower column
backpressures, and exhibits a lower UV cut-off wavelength, which is desirable as
many LC-MS instruments offer a secondary UV detection.
On the other hand, neither the choice of electrolyte nor its concentration had an
impact on the fungicide MS response. For all 32 conditions (Figure 24 and Figure
D. 2), the TAZ response was ~2x higher than the IPBC response, indicating a lower
ionization efficiency for the latter. For both TAZ and IPBC, the MS response was
higher when acetic acid and ammonium acetate were used compared to formic
acid and ammonium formate. In general, 1 mM ammonium acetate provided the
highest ionization efficiency for both TAZ and IPBC. It was of note that the high
concentration of acetic acid was even more effective for TAZ ionization, but had a
detrimental effect on the ionization of IPBC, and so it was not further evaluated.
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Figure 24. Impact of electrolyte type and its concentration in ACN-water system (50:50, v/v) on TAZ (A) and IPBC (B) MS
response.
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V.2.3 Detailed ESI-TOFMS Optimization
A detailed optimization of ESI-TOFMS conditions was performed using ACN-water
solvent system and ammonium acetate as an electrolyte (based on the LC
screening), focusing on the interaction of ammonium acetate concentration with
the capillary and fragmentor voltages. In general, the electrolyte concentration
(0.005 ≤ p ≤ 0.090) and the capillary voltage (0.065 ≤ p ≤ 0.085) were the two most
influential factors for TAZ and PAZ detection (Table D. 2, Figure D. 3, and Figure
D. 4). By contrast, the IPBC response was significantly impacted by the electrolyte
concentration and the fragmentor voltage (both p = 0.000, Figure D. 5). The
response surface plots constructed using these two factors for each fungicide were
found to be curved (Figure 25), thus demonstrating the need for simultaneous
optimization of the electrolyte concentration and ESI voltages. The conditions
yielding the highest fungicide responses are further summarized in Table 15. Also,
as observed previously, IPBC exhibited the lowest MS response compared to TAZ
and PAZ.
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A

B

C

Figure 25. Surface plots for TAZ (A), PAZ (B), and IPBC (C) constructed using the
two most influential factors. The highest points of the surface plots illustrate the
ESI-TOFMS experimental conditions yielding the largest fungicide peak areas.
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Table 15. ESI-TOFMS conditions yielding the highest fungicide response based
on the response surface optimization.
Analyte

Factor

Conditions yielding highest MS response

TAZ

electrolyte conc.

< 1.6 mM

capillary voltage

< 4450 V or > 5150 V

electrolyte conc.

< 2.0 mM

capillary voltage

< 4450 V or > 5100 V

electrolyte conc.

< 3.0 mM

fragmentor voltage

< 133 V

PAZ

IPBC

To find the optimal ESI-TOFMS conditions, DOE response optimizer was used
with the goal of maximizing the response for the three analytes simultaneously
using the same factor levels (Figure D. 6 and Figure D. 7). The conditions were
predicted based on the obtained experimental data, and consisted of 1.7 mM
ammonium acetate, capillary voltage of 4330 V, and fragmentor voltage of 116 V
(Figure 26). Since the MassHunter software did not allow for the same voltage
input, the capillary and fragmentor voltages were adjusted to the nearest value,
4350 V and 115 V, respectively.
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Optimal
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D
Cur
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Electrol
5.8522
[1.6478]
1.6478
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5170.4482
[4329.5518]
4329.5518

Fragment
158.5224
[116.4776]
116.4776

Composite
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1.0000
TAZ
Maximum
y = 6.709E+07
d = 1.0000
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y = 7.283E+07
d = 1.0000
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Maximum
y = 9.930E+06
d = 1.0000

Figure 26. Optimal ESI-TOFMS conditions predicted by DOE response optimizer
to maximize TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC responses.

V.2.4 Matrix-Affected LOD and LOQ
Instrumental LOD and LOQ were found using fungicide standards in pure solvents,
while matrix-affected values were calculated from standards spiked into SPEpurified industrial wood leachate control (Section V.1.7). The instrumental LODs
for triazoles varied between 10–13 ng·L-1, and LOQs were 27–43 ng·L-1 (Table
16). For IPBC, a higher instrumental LOD and LOQ were found, 30 ng·L-1 and 97

104

ng·L-1, respectively. While triazole LODs and LOQs were only slightly affected by
the wood leachate matrix, those of IPBC increased by a factor of 2.

Table 16. Instrumental and matrix-affected LODs and LOQs for triazoles and IPBC
expressed in ng·L-1 concentrations.
Instrumental [ng·L-1]

Matrix-affected [ng·L-1]

AZA

IPBC

TAZ

PAZ

AZA

IPBC

TAZ

PAZ

LOD

13

30

10

10

20

63

13

13

LOQ

43

97

27

27

60

187

40

40

To compare our results to previously developed LC-ESI-TOFMS methods for
triazole quantification in aqueous samples, the matrix-affected LOQs for triazoles,
≤ 60 ng·L-1, were taken into account. This value is between those reported by
Robles-Molina et al. (LOQs < 10 ng·L-1),104 and Amelin and Andoralov (LOQs of
60,000 ng·L-1 for TAZ and 20 ng·L-1 for PAZ)105. However, the reported methods
did not aim for simultaneous IPBC quantification, and were not developed with
respect to wood leachate matrix. Also, the SPE-HLB pre-concentration step
employed in this study aids in the quantification of fungicide amounts that are
below the matrix-affected LOQs.
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V.2.5 Method Application to Industrial Wood Leachate
The developed method was applied to quantification of TAZ and PAZ in industrial
wood leachate received from Marvin Windows and Doors (Section V.1.3). A total
of four samples were analyzed (i.e., leachate from weeks 1–4), by preconcentrating samples on SPE-HLB cartridges. Figure 27 shows the efficiency of
SPE-HLB by comparing the LC-ESI-TOFMS chromatograms of leachate samples
analyzed either directly (0.5 mL) or after the pre-concentration (3.0 mL), where an
increase in the TAZ and PAZ responses is clearly seen for both TIC and EIC. Also,
besides the six-fold increase in fungicide responses, the response of wood
leachate components increased comparatively less and did not interfere with the
fungicide detection.

Figure 27. LC-ESI-TOFMS TIC chromatograms of week 2 industrial wood
leachate containing TAZ and PAZ (grey) and an SPE-HLB pre-concentrated
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sample (black), followed by EIC chromatograms for TAZ, HAZ, and PAZ in the preconcentrated sample.

The quantified TAZ and PAZ amounts in the industrial leachate are summarized in
Table 17. The amount of leached fungicide decreased each week with the TAZ
concentration being slightly greater than that of PAZ, which is in agreement with
the previously published results.122 The intra-day repeatability of the LC-ESITOFMS analysis was investigated by analyzing the wood leachate obtained in the
first and second week in triplicate. Good repeatability with the relative standard
deviations (RSDs) ≤ 2% was achieved for the two analytes. Also, the inter-day
repeatability was assessed by repeating the analysis after 4 days. The RSDs
ranged between 1% and 7%, which was considered acceptable.

Table 17. Intra- and inter-day repeatability of triazole determination in industrial
wood leachate samples.
TAZ [µg·L-1]
AVG

% RSD

PAZ [µg·L-1]
AVG

% RSD

Inter-day Repeatability (4 days)
Week 1 leachate

342

5

251

5

Week 2 leachate

213

5

166

1

Week 3 leachate

134

4

108

4

Week 4 leachate

72

4

62

7

Intra-day Repeatability (n = 3)
Week 1 leachate

356

1

263

1

Week 2 leachate

220

2

172

1
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V.3 CONCLUSIONS

An optimized LC-ESI-TOFMS method for triazole and IPBC quantification in wood
leachate was developed employing SPE-HLB sample pre-concentration and
exhibiting 91-102% analyte recoveries. The optimal LC-ESI conditions included an
ACN-water solvent system and ammonium acetate as an electrolyte. Using a DOE
response surface design, the optimal electrolyte concentration was found to be 1.7
mM, with a capillary voltage of 4330 V and a fragmentor voltage of 116 V. The
matrix-affected LODs for triazoles varied between 13–20 ng·L-1, and the matrixaffected LOQs were 40–60 ng·L-1. For IPBC, a higher matrix-affected LOD and
LOQ were found, 63 and 187 ng·L-1, respectively. The developed method was
applied to the analysis of industrial wood leachate. The intra-day repeatability was
≤ 2%, and the inter-day repeatability varied between 1–7%.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A

Liquid scintillation counting procedure to measure 14C-TAZ in acetone wood
extracts
The following protocol describes the analysis procedure as used on a Beckman
Coulter LS6500 liquid scintillation counter.
To prepare automatic counting, racks need to be organized in the manner
described below and shown in Figure A. 1:
a) The 1st rack is blue and contains a 14-C standard in the first position. It also
contains a magnetic calibration card labeled “AUTO CALIBRATE” starting in
the position labeled L and extending to the right (see image below, the
magnetic card is facing the instrument’s back, the L is visible on the red rack).
b) The 2nd rack is yellow and contains samples to be measured. Start with a blank
sample and follow with the remaining samples. This rack contains two magnetic
cards - a rack card to the left of position L and a program card starting at
position L and extending right. In this case, method 5 was used so the program
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card is labeled “USER NO. 5”. The rack card is labelled “RACK NO. 1”. Each
yellow rack can hold 12 samples. If you have more samples, install more yellow
racks. Each of the latter must contain the rack card in the left slot (to the left of
position L), but only the first rack contains the program card.
c) The last rack is red and does not contain any samples. It only holds one card
labelled “HALT” starting in the L position and extending right. This will terminate
the automatic counting.

14-C standard

Back of the scintillator

L

Front of the scintillator
Figure A. 1. Setup of racks for automatic counting analysis on a Beckman Coulter
LS6500.
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Before you run the automatic analysis, make sure a printer is connected and is full
on paper. All results are printed and not stored in the computer.
The method details are provided below in Figure A. 2. Shortly, the isotope of
interest was carbon-14. The counting time was ten minutes and each sample was
counted twice (i.e., two repeats). The liquid counting mode was SL DPM and the
method included automatic correction for quenching (#H) and luminescence (LumEx).

Figure A. 2 Scintillation method used to detect
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14C-TAZ

in wood extracts.

Figure A. 3. Smaller wood slices (0.2 cm x 3.8 cm x 3.8 cm) cut using a Craftsman
9" band saw.
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Figure A. 4. Protective hood enclosure to eliminate

14C-wood

dust contamination. The enclosure contained two chambers

separated by a plastic sheet. Entrance to the first chamber is shown on the left, while the second chamber attached to the
hood is shown on the right.
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Figure A. 5. Glass tubes containing smaller wood pieces (cut with a blade) and
3.5 mL of acetone.
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APPENDIX B

Figure B. 1. Cutting of “T” wood sections with a band saw into 2-mm wide wood
slices (#1–12, 14, and 16).
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APPENDIX B.1
GC-MS quantification of TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC in acetone wood extracts
TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC were identified based on their retention times and quantifying
ion with the highest signal to noise ratio (e.g., m/z 125 for TAZ, m/z 173 for PAZ,
and m/z 165 for IPBC). The IS method was used to quantify the analytes with HAZ
added to each sample resulting in ~150 ppm IS concentration. Two PAZ
stereoisomers were separated in the GC chromatograms (Figure B.1. 1), and their
peak areas were summed for the quantitation.
Calibration consisted of nine calibration standards containing TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC
in the range of 0.02–120 ppm ran at the beginning and the end of a sequence. Two
sets of calibration curves were used for quantification of fungicides based on the
analyte concentration divided by IS concentration, A/A (IS). High calibration curves
included c/c (IS) higher than 0.01 (i.e., 2 ppm of fungicide), while low calibration
curves included c/c (IS) lower than 0.01 (Figure B.1. 2 and Figure B.1. 3). For c/c
(IS) 0.009, four data points are shown as this calibration standard was analyzed
twice between wood sample runs in addition to the calibration sets.
Instrumental LODs and LOQs (Table B.1. 1) were calculated from the calibration
curves generated using a least square linear regression. The following equations
were used: LOD = 3*s y/k and LOQ = 10*sy/k, where sy is a standard error of the
predicted y value for each x-value and k is a slope of a calibration curve. For the
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LOD calculations, only the points within one order of magnitude of the LOD were
used.

Table B.1. 1. GC-MS LOD and LOQ values for TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC calculated
from calibration curves.

TAZ, PAZ

IPBC

A/A (IS)

Conc [ppm]

A/A (IS)

Conc [ppm]

LOD

0.001

0.2

0.001

0.3

LOQ

0.004

0.6

0.009

1.9

Additionally, GC-MS quantification of IPBC in three wood slices of sun-exposed
wood and control wood is shown in Figure B.1. 4. Significantly higher losses of
IPBC were discovered in comparison to triazole losses. Also, in contrast to
triazoles where losses were restricted only to the surface and first subsurface
slices, the IPBC losses were apparent for distal slices as well (slice #14). This
indicated that IPBC, unlike triazoles, undergoes additional thermal degradation (in
all slices) accompanied by photodegradation (in the surface slices) as previously
reported. Notably, as for the triazoles, these losses correspond to the unbound
compound and do not represent the overall IPBC loss.
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A

B

C

D

Figure B.1. 1. A: GC-MS chromatogram of acetone wood extract displayed as TIC, B: extracted m/z 125 corresponding to
TAZ, C: extracted m/z 173 corresponding to PAZ, and D: TIC of a calibration sample.
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TAZ- HIGH

PAZ 1+2 - HIGH

1.01
0.61

0.81

y = 1.1896x - 0.015
R² = 0.9872

A/A (IS)

A/A (IS)

0.81

1.01

0.41

0.21
0.01
0.00

0.61
0.41

0.21
0.20

0.40

0.60

0.01
0.00

0.80

c/c (IS)

0.60

0.80

0.010
0.008

y = 0.9463x - 0.0002
R² = 0.9778

A/A (IS)

A/A (IS)

0.40

PAZ 1+2 - LOW

0.010

0.006

0.20

c/c (IS)

TAZ- LOW
0.008

y = 1.2279x - 0.0154
R² = 0.9971

0.004

0.006

y = 1.0122x - 0.0002
R² = 0.9807

0.004

0.002

0.002

0.000
0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010

0.000
0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010

c/c (IS)

c/c (IS)

Figure B.1. 2. High and low calibration curves for TAZ and PAZ.
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IPBC - HIGH
1.01
y = 1.3504x - 0.0251
R² = 0.9974

A/A (IS)

0.81
0.61
0.41
0.21
0.01
0.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

c/c (IS)
IPBC - LOW
0.01

A/A (IS)

0.008
0.006

y = 0.699x - 0.0003
R² = 0.9169

0.004
0.002
0
0.000

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

c/c (IS)

Figure B.1. 3. High and low calibration curves for IPBC.
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0.010

IPBC
Sun-exposed wood

Control - Freezer

μg·g-1 of wood

1000
800
600
400
200
0
1

12
Wood slice #

14

Figure B.1. 4. Comparison of the unbound IPBC amounts recovered in selected
wood slices from sun-exposed and control wood. The IPBC amounts were
quantified in extracts from first and second sonication using GC-MS.
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APPENDIX B.2
LC-MS quantification of TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC in wood leachate
TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC were identified based on their retention times and [M+H]+ ion
(e.g., 308.156 for TAZ, 342.081 for PAZ, and 282.006 for IPBC). The IS method
was used to quantify the analytes with HAZ added to each sample resulting in ~20
ppm IS concentration.
Calibration consisted of seven calibration standards containing TAZ, PAZ, and
IPBC in the concentration range of 0.02–100 ppm ran at the beginning and the end
of a sequence (Figure B.2. 1). A mid-concentration standard was run repeatedly
throughout the analysis to assure the repeatability of results. To plot calibration
curves, only standards in the concertation range of 0.02–7 ppm were used (Figure
B.2. 2 and Figure B.2. 3) as the analyte response in the wood leachate samples
fell in this range.
Instrumental LODs and LOQs (Table B.2. 1) were calculated from the calibration
curves generated using a least square linear regression. The following equations
were used: LOD = 3*s y/k and LOQ = 10*sy/k, where sy is a standard error of the
predicted y value for each x-value and k is a slope of a calibration curve. For the
LOD calculations, only the points within one order of magnitude of the LOD were
used.
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Table B.2. 1. LC-MS LOD and LOQ values for TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC calculated
from calibration curves.

TAZ

PAZ

IPBC

A/A (IS)

Conc
[ppm]

A/A (IS)

Conc
[ppm]

A/A (IS)

Conc
[ppm]

LOD

0.01

0.05

0.01

0.05

0.01

0.53

LOQ

0.03

0.17

0.03

0.18

0.03

1.75

An example LC-MS chromatogram is shown in Figure B.2. 4 containing extracted
molecular ions for TAZ, PAZ, and IPBC. However, IPBC was not found in any
leachate sample. Table B.2. 2 summarizes the results of the analysis with respect
to concentrations of TAZ and PAZ in each bin. Lastly, the experimental setup is
illustrated in Figure B.2. 5.
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TIC: from 33_Cal G.wiff
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2.4e7

PAZ
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HAZ
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2

4
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8
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Time, min
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24.10
22

25.39
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28.13 28.42
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30.55

30

32.01

33.26
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TIC: from 07_Cal D.wiff

34

Max. 1.2e7 cps.
13.25

1.17e7
1.15e7

TIC: Same calibration standard measured 5x

HAZ

1.10e7
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1.50e6
1.00e6
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PAZ
14.25
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0.46 1.34

2.35

3.02

4.62
4.82
5.83

0.00

TAZ

2

4

6

8

15.21

10.48

8.70
10

12

14

15.76
16

20.97

17.97 19.97
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22

25.28 26.50
24
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27.73 28.90
28

30.12

30.60
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32.09
32

32.74 33.91
34

Figure B.2. 1. LC-MS calibration of fungicides in the full concentration range (0.02–100 ppm) accompanied by overlaid
chromatograms of the same calibration standard ran five times throughout the analysis demonstrating good repeatability.
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TAZ

PAZ
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Figure B.2. 2. TAZ and PAZ LC-MS calibration curves plotted using standards in the concentration range of 0.02–7 ppm.
The full calibration curve is displayed on the top and an expanded view is located below demonstrating the fit of low ppm
standards.
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IPBC
0.16

A/A (IS)

0.12

y = 0.0182x - 0.0022
R² = 0.9975

0.08
0.04

0.00
0

2

4
conc [ppm]

6

8

1.5

2.0
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R² = 0.9975
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0.5

1.0
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Figure B.2. 3. IPBC LC-MS calibration curve plotted using standards in the concentration
range of 0.02–7 ppm. The full calibration curve is displayed on the top and an expanded
view is located below demonstrating the fit of low ppm standards.
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TAZ

PAZ

Figure B.2. 4. TIC chromatogram of Week 1, Bin 2 sample (dark green) with extracted molecular ions corresponding to
TAZ (light green) and PAZ (blue). IPBC was not found in any of the wood leachate samples.
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Table B.2. 2. TAZ and PAZ concentrations in wood leachate. The experimental setup is shown in Figure B.2. 5.
TAZ [mg·L-1]

PAZ [mg·L-1]

Bin #

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

1

1.06 ± 0.05

0.72 ± 0.02

0.47 ± 0.04

0.29 ± 0.02

0.88 ± 0.04

0.58 ± 0.01

0.40 ± 0.03

0.26 ± 0.01

2

1.21 ± 0.06

0.87 ± 0.03

0.58 ± 0.05

0.41 ± 0.01

0.95 ± 0.04

0.70 ± 0.04

0.50 ± 0.04

0.37 ± 0.00

3

1.16 ± 0.11

0.75 ± 0.03

0.52 ± 0.06

0.38 ± 0.03

0.93 ± 0.11

0.62 ± 0.03

0.44 ± 0.04

0.33 ± 0.02

4

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

*Bins 1, 2, and 3 contained each 10 wood sections (5 painted and 5 unpainted) dipped into Woodlife 111 for 15 seconds
*Bin 4 contained 10 untreated control sections (5 painted and 5 unpainted)
*Bin 5 was DI water that was collected from the tap, but was not irrigated
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Figure B.2. 5. Assembled wood sections placed on a raised platform in
Rubbermaid roughneck totes (18-gallon volume) under a flowing, recirculating
water irrigation system. The sections were laid horizontally on the platform and
water was sprayed in a 90° angle (exposing the radial and tangential wood
surface).
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APPENDIX C

Figure C. 1. Ponderosa pine wood samples (5.0 × 2.5 × 1.5 cm3) dipped in the
radiolabeled Woodlife solution and placed on wooden skewers to dry for 24 hours.
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Figure C. 2. Drying of primed and painted ponderosa pine wood samples.
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High humidity (20 °C, 80% R.H.)

Low humidity (20 °C, 15% R.H.)

Closed system,

Glass beads to

weekly purged with air

reduce void volume

Figure C. 3. Experimental setup of wood exposure to low and high humidity.
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Saturated (NH4)2SO4 - maintains 80% RH

Dripping DI water (~100 mL per day)

Leachate collection

Figure C. 4. Experimental setup of wood exposure to continuous and intermittent
rain.
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APPENDIX D

MS response

TIC

PAZ
TAZ
IPBC
Time [min]

Figure D. 1. FIA LC-ESI-MS chromatogram illustrating the TIC and EIC for TAZ,
PAZ, and IPBC. The TIC is shown as a green line, while the EIC for fungicide
molecular ions are shown in orange (TAZ), magenta (PAZ), and blue (IPBC).
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Table D. 1. Response surface experimental design.
RunOrder

PtType

Blocks

Electrolyte [mM]

Capillary [V]

Fragmentor [V]

1

1

1

2.5

4500

125

2

1

1

5

4500

125

3

1

1

2.5

5000

125

4

1

1

5

5000

125

5

1

1

2.5

4500

150

6

1

1

5

4500

150

7

1

1

2.5

5000

150

8

1

1

5

5000

150

9

-1

1

1.6

4750

138

10

-1

1

5.9

4750

138

11

-1

1

3.8

4330

138

12

-1

1

3.8

5170

138

13

-1

1

3.8

4750

116

14

-1

1

3.8

4750

159

15

0

1

3.8

4750

138

16

0

1

3.8

4750

138

17

0

1

3.8

4750

138

18

0

1

3.8

4750

138

19

0

1

3.8

4750

138

20

0

1

3.8

4750

138
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Table D. 2. DOE response surface design including integrated peak areas of TAZ,
PAZ, and IPBC molecular ions.
Electrolyte [mM]

Capillary [V]

Fragmentor [V]

2.5

4500

125

60685236 64279358 9574610

5

4500

125

53310556 54051661 7583547

2.5

5000

125

55741766 58878522 9403341

5

5000

125

48656155 50572548 7361554

2.5

4500

150

51143986 58010858 5744568

5

4500

150

49948586 55140082 5098184

2.5

5000

150

52658896 59300962 6413595

5

5000

150

46266219 51229606 5182647

1.6

4750

138

47987757 59023869 8186163

5.9

4750

138

44856097 45053605 6909178

3.8

4330

138

49043499 52975152 7546801

3.8

5170

138

48445572 51991648 8392666

3.8

4750

116

43742193 43032159 8435766

3.8

4750

159

46681498 51401984 4204216

3.8

4750

138

47728432 51379320 7871391

3.8

4750

138

47181661 50436022 8005784

3.8

4750

138

46714946 50271194 7725021

3.8

4750

138

46336975 49892126 7754212

3.8

4750

138

45215185 48712146 7680432

3.8

4750

138

45355250 48653465 7630754
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TAZ
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Figure D. 2. Impact of electrolyte type and its concentration in MeOH-water system (50:50) on TAZ and IPBC MS response.
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Response Surface Regression: TAZ versus Electrolyte, Capillary [V, ...
The analysis was done using coded units.
Term
Coef SE Coef
T
P
Constant
46244933 1604415 28.824 0.000
Electrolyte [mM]
-3363766 1790257 -1.879 0.090
Capillary [V]
-1572693 1790257 -0.878 0.400
Fragmentor [V]
-1654192 1790257 -0.924 0.377
Electrolyte [mM]*Electrolyte [mM] 3274361 2930972 1.117 0.290
Capillary [V]*Capillary [V]
5596970 2930972 1.910 0.085
Fragmentor [V]*Fragmentor [V]
2064280 2930972 0.704 0.497
Electrolyte [mM]*Capillary [V] -1735314 3933853 -0.441 0.669
Electrolyte [mM]*Fragmentor [V] 2429695 3933853 0.618 0.551
Capillary [V]*Fragmentor [V]
2627048 3933853 0.668 0.519
S = 3933853 PRESS = 1.146115E+15
R-Sq = 52.11% R-Sq(pred) = 0.00% R-Sq(adj) = 9.01%
Source
Adj MS
F
P
Regression
1.87120E+13 1.21 0.383
Linear
2.65960E+13 1.72 0.226
Electrolyte [mM]
5.46333E+13 3.53 0.090
Capillary [V]
1.19425E+13 0.77 0.400
Fragmentor [V]
1.32123E+13 0.85 0.377
Square
2.42679E+13 1.57 0.258
Electrolyte [mM]*Electrolyte [mM] 1.93137E+13 1.25 0.290
Capillary [V]*Capillary [V]
5.64311E+13 3.65 0.085
Fragmentor [V]*Fragmentor [V]
7.67626E+12 0.50 0.497
Interaction
5.27204E+12 0.34 0.797
Electrolyte [mM]*Capillary [V] 3.01131E+12 0.19 0.669
Electrolyte [mM]*Fragmentor [V] 5.90342E+12 0.38 0.551
Capillary [V]*Fragmentor [V]
6.90138E+12 0.45 0.519
Residual Error
1.54752E+13
Lack-of-Fit
2.99562E+13 30.13 0.001
Pure Error
9.94251E+11
Total
Estimated Regression Coefficients for TAZ using data in uncoded units
Term
Coef
Constant
1081414140
Electrolyte [mM]
-5390701
Capillary [V]
-338027
Fragmentor [V]
-2981138
Electrolyte [mM]*Electrolyte [mM]
740903
Capillary [V]*Capillary [V]
31.6612
Fragmentor [V]*Fragmentor [V]
4670.93
Electrolyte [mM]*Capillary [V]
-1963.28
Electrolyte [mM]*Fragmentor [V]
54977.7
Capillary [V]*Fragmentor [V]
297.217

Figure D. 3. Data analysis of TAZ MS response using Minitab.
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Response Surface Regression: PAZ versus Electrolyte, Capillary [V, ...
The analysis was done using coded units.
Term
Coef SE Coef
T
P
Constant
49703069 1604122 30.985 0.000
Electrolyte [mM]
-6523176 1789929 -3.644 0.005
Capillary [V]
-1619914 1789929 -0.905 0.387
Fragmentor [V]
1228476 1789929 0.686 0.508
Electrolyte [mM]*Electrolyte [mM] 5616663 2930436 1.917 0.084
Capillary [V]*Capillary [V]
6061326 2930436 2.068 0.065
Fragmentor [V]*Fragmentor [V]
794998 2930436 0.271 0.792
Electrolyte [mM]*Capillary [V] -1159251 3933133 -0.295 0.774
Electrolyte [mM]*Fragmentor [V] 2684014 3933133 0.682 0.510
Capillary [V]*Fragmentor [V]
2213095 3933133 0.563 0.586
S = 3933133 PRESS = 1.145416E+15
R-Sq = 69.40% R-Sq(pred) = 0.00% R-Sq(adj) = 41.87%
Source
Adj MS
F
P
Regression
3.89913E+13 2.52 0.083
Linear
7.51385E+13 4.86 0.025
Electrolyte [mM]
2.05458E+14 13.28 0.005
Capillary [V]
1.26704E+13 0.82 0.387
Fragmentor [V]
7.28683E+12 0.47 0.508
Square
3.73535E+13 2.41 0.127
Electrolyte [mM]*Electrolyte [mM] 5.68290E+13 3.67 0.084
Capillary [V]*Capillary [V]
6.61833E+13 4.28 0.065
Fragmentor [V]*Fragmentor [V]
1.13853E+12 0.07 0.792
Interaction
4.48186E+12 0.29 0.832
Electrolyte [mM]*Capillary [V] 1.34386E+12 0.09 0.774
Electrolyte [mM]*Fragmentor [V] 7.20393E+12 0.47 0.510
Capillary [V]*Fragmentor [V]
4.89779E+12 0.32 0.586
Residual Error
1.54695E+13
Lack-of-Fit
2.98235E+13 26.73 0.001
Pure Error
1.11558E+12
Total
Estimated Regression Coefficients for PAZ using data in uncoded units
Term
Coef
Constant
1068595750
Electrolyte [mM]
-14755622
Capillary [V]
-359099
Fragmentor [V]
-1853320
Electrolyte [mM]*Electrolyte [mM] 1270906
Capillary [V]*Capillary [V]
34.2880
Fragmentor [V]*Fragmentor [V]
1798.87
Electrolyte [mM]*Capillary [V]
-1311.54
Electrolyte [mM]*Fragmentor [V]
60732.3
Capillary [V]*Fragmentor [V]
250.383

Figure D. 4. Data analysis of PAZ MS response using Minitab.
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Response Surface Regression: IPBC versus Electrolyte, Capillary [V, ...
The analysis was done using coded units.
Term
Coef SE Coef
T
P
Constant
7784507 124789 62.381 0.000
Electrolyte [mM]
-992290 139244 -7.126 0.000
Capillary [V]
219545 139244 1.577 0.146
Fragmentor [V]
-2290603 139244 -16.450 0.000
Electrolyte [mM]*Electrolyte [mM] -351795 227967 -1.543 0.154
Capillary [V]*Capillary [V]
70268 227967 0.308 0.764
Fragmentor [V]*Fragmentor [V]
-1579474 227967 -6.929 0.000
Electrolyte [mM]*Capillary [V]
-224608 305970 -0.734 0.480
Electrolyte [mM]*Fragmentor [V]
762091 305970 2.491 0.032
Capillary [V]*Fragmentor [V]
405438 305970 1.325 0.215
S = 305970 PRESS = 6.575254E+12
R-Sq = 97.45% R-Sq(pred) = 82.10% R-Sq(adj) = 95.16%
Source
Adj MS
F
P
Regression
3.97664E+12 42.48 0.000
Linear
1.01070E+13 107.96 0.000
Electrolyte [mM]
4.75426E+12 50.78 0.000
Capillary [V]
2.32731E+11 2.49 0.146
Fragmentor [V]
2.53341E+13 270.61 0.000
Square
1.55768E+12 16.64 0.000
Electrolyte [mM]*Electrolyte [mM] 2.22942E+11 2.38 0.154
Capillary [V]*Capillary [V]
8894676569 0.10 0.764
Fragmentor [V]*Fragmentor [V]
4.49405E+12 48.00 0.000
Interaction
2.65204E+11 2.83 0.092
Electrolyte [mM]*Capillary [V] 50448855368 0.54 0.480
Electrolyte [mM]*Fragmentor [V] 5.80782E+11 6.20 0.032
Capillary [V]*Fragmentor [V]
1.64380E+11 1.76 0.215
Residual Error
93617346868
Lack-of-Fit
1.68198E+11 8.84 0.016
Pure Error
19036200323
Total
Estimated Regression Coefficients for IPBC using data in uncoded units
Term
Coef
Constant
-3340481
Electrolyte [mM]
-1039022
Capillary [V]
-8608.25
Fragmentor [V]
591326
Electrolyte [mM]*Electrolyte [mM] -79602.1
Capillary [V]*Capillary [V]
0.397497
Fragmentor [V]*Fragmentor [V]
-3573.94
Electrolyte [mM]*Capillary [V] -254.115
Electrolyte [mM]*Fragmentor [V] 17244.1
Capillary [V]*Fragmentor [V]
45.8701

Figure D. 5. Data analysis of IPBC MS response using Minitab.
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Response Optimization
Parameters
Goal
Lower Target Upper Weight Import
TAZ Maximum 45000000 61000000 61000000
1
PAZ Maximum 45000000 65000000 65000000
1
IPBC Maximum 4500000 9600000 9600000
1

1
1
1

Global Solution
Electrolyte = 1.64776
Capillary [V = 4329.55
Fragmentor [ = 116.478

Predicted Responses
TAZ = 67092623 , desirability = 1.000000
PAZ = 72828529 , desirability = 1.000000
IPBC = 9929775 , desirability = 1.000000

Composite Desirability = 1.000000

Figure D. 6. Results from Minitab response optimizer.
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Figure D. 7. Overlaid contour plots for fungicide ESI-MS response. The factors included electrolyte concentrations, capillary
voltage and fragmentor voltage. The optimal working range yielding the highest fungicide MS responses is colored white.
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